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Election Anxiety Grips Campus
Students Watch As
Vote Recount Drama
Unfolds in Florida
By lhlAKKTON BooKt:H
Hilllop Slaff Wriler
The heated bmtle b<:tween Vice
President Al Gore and Texas Gov.
George W Bush provided a down-to•
the-wire struggle that had some s1udents anxiously waiting up un1il 5
a.m. Wednesday 10 see which way
Florida, with ils 25 electoral votes,
would go and inevi1:1bly determine
who would inherit the oval office .
This year's presidential rare was
the closest in 40 years. As of Thursday, the Vice President was poised to
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win 1he majority of popular votes,
but still stood a chance at losing the
election in the elec1oral college.
As of yesterday, there was still no
declared winner in the presidential
race.
Thursday's counts showed Gore
leading with 260 electoral votes 10
Bush's 246. The Vice President held
on to 48.976, 148 popular votes.
There were 48,783.510 votes cast
for Bush. Green Party presiJcnlial
nominee Ralph Nadar ra<:kt'd ur
2.670,235 votes nalionally.
Republicans were able 10 reiain
conirol of both the Senate and !he
House of Reprcse111a1ives.
On Tuesday night. hundreds of
I loward students put off sleep to follow the election roller coa,1er as the
networks first gave the pivotal state
of Florida to Gore, only to take ii
away two hours later. Al about 3

a.m. the networks then gave the slate
to Bush and declared him Prcsiden1elec1. Soon after, as more of the voles
in 1he stale were counted, the networks determined that 1hc race was
100 close to call.
A win in Florida would hand the
election 10 either candida1e. Uush's
shm lead in the s1ate was no1 large
enough to avoid a ,tale law mandated recount oft he ballots. The first of
which wrapped up yesterday with 1he
margin s1ill 1ou close 10 call.
A second hand count in key Florida counties is expcc1ed soon. The
final count, including crucial absentee ballots, is not expected until next
week.

Howard Political Science profe,.
sor Maurice Woodard called ii ··:1 historic dection."
'This exemplifies the workings of
1he founding fathers electoral college system. One candidate can win
the majority of the popular votes and
not win in the electoral college," he
said.
S1udents in the Towers scurried
from room to room in search of a better television receptiun to catch the
latest results in the race for President
Ahoul 40 students gathered in 1he
Blackburn Center Ballroom for an
election pany and watched the
re1urns on a big screen TV.
The upbeat a1mosphcre was shattered after the ne1w,,rks took Flori•
cla away from Gore ;111d put 11 back
into the "ton ,._•lo..,t: to "-=~ii" C<•lu;nn

S11:I other, <.lee1ded 10 log on to the
ln1ernct to in,ran1.meou.,ly track the
electhm results.

While some students are fearful of
whal 1he future holds if the While
House falls rnto the h.rnds of 1he
conserva1ive Republican parry. nth•
ers are quite pleased with 1he idea of
a Republican in power and fervent·

Phnto By fa,un T. Srnllh
About .ao ,tudenb ~alhertd in the Bl:n·kburn Center Ballruon1 for an clcclion part) and "atchrd the return~ on a hiK scrrtn TV. 'J11c upbeat atmosphc-rt or the pa:-1~ was
,hattertd afltr the ntlnork'ii took Florido ::may from Gore and put it back into lht ··too do!.e to cuff' C'Olumn.

Missing Absentee Ballots Keep Some From Voting
By KENIIYA MAJ.ll(H
Hilltop Slaff Writer

RANKtl"

Ka1rina L. Thomas, a senior English major from
Uirmingham. Alahama, i, one of many Boward
,;tu:.lt.-n,:i. wt: , ,·ould "'" ,·orC" jn th<-' p1t:,iden ial elec•
lion because she did 1101re,eive her absemee ballot.
Thomas clid everythini: tight. She ~ :nt her
absentee balh>t reciuest form ir. before 1hc deadlme.
1

;mJ C\'l!n C':'lllcd hacoun1y chrcc llml"S to vc,·ify that
it had hcen rc<.:elv.::tl. Each lime, she was assured

1hat her hallot had already been ~ent and that she
shouldn't worry. Thornas never received he1·t,.1llot.
"I am discouraged. My vote could have counted,

and I didn'I even get a chance."
Several students have directed their frustration
toward the s1uden1 groups thal registered voters and
sent away for absentee ballots, namely 1he Howard
University Student Association IHLISA) and 1he
Howard l'1:iver,ity Chapl<l of the Nauonal Asso
ciation tor the Advancement of Colored PeC1ple
tNAACPl. NikloleSaller. vice prcsidenl ofHUSA.
said the blame is misplaced.
--11·, unfortunale that so ma.ny ,1ude11t, di,ln't
receive absentee ballots, bu! I c,m :,nest 'lhat 1his
office h.:t~ <lom: ::tll that w..: c:111 dtt on our ~nd. \.\le
rruvided 1he services 1hat we said we would provide. Studenls should call !heir states to find out
why !heir ballols were not sent 10 them in time to

vole," Salter said.
Saller said she empa1hizes with s1udents whose
slates failed 10 send 1heir ballots to 1hem. She
mailed her own application 10 her home state of
California on Oct. I0- 21 days before the absentee ballot rcque,t form <l,aJline. She con1acted her
county 1wice las! week 10 check 1he status of her
application and wa, 1old both limes that it was on
the way. The ballol was not delivereJ 10 her mailtx,x until last Saturday.
As a result. her ballot made i! to Californta late,
aud may not <:n~n be cuunre<l.

S1efonic Brown, President nf 1/ow,m/ NAACP.
is apologetic to student, who didn't receive 1heir
Sc, ALJSENTEE. A8

See £U::C710N, A8

Queens
Of the Hill
Howard Students Learn
the Ropes of Congress
By N1cou: F1•1.1.1m
Hilltop Staff Writer
Meeting President Clinton and attending a fundraiser with Rober! Johnson. President and CEO of
Black E111er1ainmen1 Television, during the first week
on the job sounds like office Jll!rks a college student
could only dream of. But for some Howard students,
those perks are reality.
Sophomore 1>olitical science and English major.
Emilia Adams, is a fall intern for congresswoman
Eddie Bernice Johnson (D-Texas). Adams has met both
Clinton and Johnson because of her in1crnship and said
she views her job as an exccllcnl opprn1uni1y tu nc1wo1k.
"I'm getting a more hands-on perspec1ive (from
working) on Capitol Hill," Adams said.
Spor1i11g business anire sui1able f<lr a scnalor, Adams
makes the trek from Howard to Capilul llill via metro
four days a week, much like sophomore political science major Devyn Forner who :1lso works on 1he Hill.
Photo By Vinc:c Smilh
Forner has been an intern for congre.,swoman She•
lia Jackson-Lee (D-Texas) since September. She said the Sophomore polillcal science and F.n~li,h major, f.milia Adam~
posilion has given her a taste of the professional ond sopl10111on• politit:11 Scit·ntc major Oe,)n Fomcr arc interns
lifestyle.
on Copitol 11111.
"This job has truly prepared me for !he real world,"
Fomer said. "I have learned le.~sons that cou Id nol be
Even !hough work maybe strenuous somelimes,
taught in a classroom."
She said she has had !he opportunity to view impor- Adams said ii is truly a learning experience.
She said she learned "how governmenl is run from
1an1 hearings on the U.S. budget. as well as 1he controthe inside," and w<>rking on the Hill in the midst of such
versial abortion pill, RU-486.
"Working on Capitol Hill has been a great experi- a dose presidential election has intrigued her. She said
apathy among young pcople is a big problem and hopes
ence," she said.
more s1udents will realize tha1"government plays a hig
801h Fomer and Adams, who are friends, can attest
to the amounl of hanl work pul into the job. They work role in my fu1ure and opportunities."
Forner said it is kind of hard managing a 3.6 GPA,
between 15 and 20 hours a week, in addilion to a full
her volunteer sessions. and a social life. "Things can get
course load on campus.
"It's very demanding. you have to he up for the task." a little hectic for me at limes," she said. "But this joh
Se,, INTERN, A9
Adams said.

Questions Remain After Lee Visit
By Jt:NNfft:11 CuM~IINt:s
Hilllop Staff \Vri1er
Questions surrounding !he Federal probe into 1he alleged misconducl of 1he Prince George's County
police deparlment went largel)'
un:mswercd at a privi:tte me(.!ting
b<:twecn the US Assistant Attorney
General and Howard students last
week.

In 1he three-hour meeling held in
!he School of Business Audilorium
las! Friday, US As.~ist;int Anorney
General Bill Lann Lee fielded ques•
tions from s1uden1s and administrntors about police misconduct. hrutali1y. and racial profiling. Bui he
refused to specifically addres.~ the

Prince C. Jones c:l,e which prompted thc mee1ing.
Studcnls were given the opportunity 10 write rhcir questions anonymously on slip, of paper to be read
aloud by Howard Uni,er,;ity Student
Associa1io11 President Sc llano Sunmnns.

When :1sked why the accused
officer wa, allowed t<l act oulside of
his jurisdiction withou1 calling for
reinforcements. Lee said, --we don't
just end a ho1 pursui1 once it's
already begun :ind we shouldn't."
Stephanie 13rown. a student who
parlicipated in Friday's session.
asked, .. How realistic is it that we'll
get (o see a swift resolution to thi:-:
ca~e?"

Wlule 1101 giving a definite tune
frame for the iuveMigalirm. Lee.! !<ai<l.
.. , have no interest in delaying this
case by even one hour."
.. Af1er monlhs and month, of
in,es11ga11on. sometimes 1he hardes1
par! of my Job is 10 tdl the I victim ·st
parents and loved ones 1ha1 under
1hc law we canno1 bring charges
againM the accu,cd.'' Le¢ said, not
specifically speaking :tbout the
Prince Junes Case.

Al times during the lllc.!cting. Lee
declined 10 answer questions and
when he did provide answers, they
were evasive.
--well Ul) all thal we can underthe
law," Lee ~ai<.l.
Sr,, l.l:.t:, ti 9

The Hilltop This yYeekEngage'
The Drama Department partners with Catholic University
to produce "Romeo and Juliet."

The show is playing at Ira
Aldridge Theater through
Sunday.

______,,,_

See B6
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CAMPUS
Lyricists 'Rap' Controversy Into Competition

V Vi

oices

By CIIARLF.S NEAL
Hilltop Staff Writer

What does it take to be
President of the United
States?

"To be President of the United States. it
rakes a charismatic a11i1udc towards his
political parry."
Brea Stevenson
English/Administration of Justice-Junior

The emcees in the second round of last Friday's Verbal Armageddon were everything
but friendly towards each other.
With hundreds of students jammed tight
into the Blackburn Ballroom. most ofthe 20
amateur emcees spit hurtful rhymes toward
their opponents in order to gain the judges'
seal of approval and admittance into the
third and final round.
The night was like a hip-hop soap opera.
Controversy loomed as emcees made fun of
their opponents' hair, clothes and weight.
Defending champ Jeff "Perfecto" WalshRoach has this to say about his opponent,
Brandon "Ambition" Jolly:
"With crummy a•• clothes, crummy a••
clothes/and b11111mya** flows, bummya••
flows/ nmny a"* nose, runny a•• nose"
The contestants were paired off based on
their performances and the pairs participated in "line-for-line" or "verse-for-verse"
battles for five to 10 minutes.

"Even if I were bare air you sri/1 co11ld11 t
swallow me/afrer we barrle /1/ freesryle your
apology." rapped the con1es1an1 only known
as PUDA. He was battling Charles "Starorion" Coleman.

"Even if I were bare air
you still couldn't swallow
me/ after we battle I'll
freestyle your apology,"
-PUDA
To the "oohs" and "aaahhs" of the crowd,
Coleman scribbled on his hand 10 indicate
that he thought the rhyme was written and
not freestylcd.The judges must have noticed
it too, because they gave the victory to
Cofcman.

PUDA grabbed the mic and expressed nis
anger.
"He (Starorion) started saying stuff th;it
was tight after his time limit, 1hat ain"t fair.'"
he said.
l'UDJ':s friends had to calm him and get
him off the stage.
Even friends whn battled put there friendship aside for the rhyme bout oetween rappers "Ardamus" and "Caledon," who arc in
the same coalition known as Ladder Day
Saints, squared off to battle Friday night.
"Hey Yogi where., Boo Boo, you probably
sar on him," mucked Ardamus referring to
Caledons' resemblance ofrhe cartoon character Yogi Bear. The crowd roared in laughter.
Some emcees who were crowd favorites
la~t year and who did well were knocked our
by new competition.
The next round will be announced soon.

Photo bx Vi01w'C Smilh ,
Con1pclilion in the M"<'ond round or l'erbal
,\rmaJ,:cddon i::ot intcn~ la~t "'ttJ..,

Cummings Captivates
Chapel Audience
By J ~NNIFER CUM~IISGS
Hilltop Staff Writer

"II takes honesty and dedication 10 the
country and people. The president should
be open-minded and wi ll ing to do whatever
it takes to improve the country."
Keisha Jones
Broadcast Journalism-Junior

"It takes a strong and intelligent leader that
works well with people."
Jevonte Philpot
Psychology-Junior

' -r
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Congressman Elijah Cummings. a Phi
Beta Kappa graduate of the Mecca. defined
leadership at a Chapel service held in Cramton Auditorium Sunday. Only briefly mentioning Tuesday's election, Cummi ngs
reflected on the future leadership for this
nation when he said, "We can have either
candidate, but we will go nowhere without
a vision. It's one thing 10 have a mission.
and another 10 have a vision."
Cummings began by introducing the idea
that visions are based on faith. using
Hebrews 11: I as a supporting proverb. In
his hour long address. Cummings went further 10 discuss his vision for leadership.
Calling on students to claim their roles as
leaders. he said "You are here to be leaders
for not just DC, not just Maryland. not just
this country. but for the global community.
h's time for you to lead."
Then. Cummings defined leadership saying that ii was a delicate comhinalion of
three clements. He said that the essence of
lcadersh:p is knowing right from wrong and
acting accordingly even when it means sacrifice, 1~.e ability to take pride in being a
"misfit," and understanding the importance
and validity of each of our experiences.
"Our experiences and our memories shape
us. It's not the deed. it's the memory," he
said. "We mustn't discount any of our journeys as they help 10 mold us and instill in
us the compassion and understanding that
allow us 10 empower others through our
ability to share our experiences."
His anecdotal style captured the audience. "I tell stories 10 illustrate the message.

,., ,, I

No matter the age, people love to hear stories," he said.
Elected to the United States House of
Representatives in April 1996 in a special
election for Maryland's 7th Congressional
district, Cummings was re-elected for his
fourth term in office Tuesday. capturing
more than 80% of the vote. Cummings
credits his present role in politics to his
years at Howard when he served as Sophomore Class President, Student Government
Treasurer, and HUSA President.
After his years at Howard. Cummings
graduated from the University of Maryland
Law School and practiced law for nineteen
years before entering Congress. Serving as
a member of the Maryland House of Delegates for sixteen years. he became the first
African American 10 be named Speaker
Pro-Tcm, the second highest posi1ion in the
House of Dele~atcs. He currenlly serves on
the Governmrnl Reform Committee. is
Ranking Derrocrat on th,· Civil Service
Subcommitte~ and is a member of the
Criminal Jusli~e Drug Policy and Human
Resources Subcommittee. He also senes
on the Transportation and Infrastructure
Committee, and Ground Transpor1a1ion and
Aviation Subcomminecs. He is co-chair of
the House AIDS Working Group. Democratic Policy Committee, House Task Force
on Health Care Reform and Secretary for
the Congressional Black Caucus.
"I owe so much of who I am today lo
Howard. It's such a special place because
it truly grooms leaders for the world," said
Cummings.

Photo By Jason T. Smith
Students in the Blackbum Center Ballroom Tuesdar were stressed
and vexed at the early returns from the presidentia race.

Students Could Miss Out On Social Security, Officials Say

"Integrity and a commitment to people."
Marlon Bennett
Administration of Justice- Junior

By KEl'iR\'A MAI.IKII RANKIN
Hilltop Staff Writer
Carolyn W. Colvin, Deputy Commissioner of Operations for the Social Security
Administration (SSA), educated students on
the importance of social security benefits in
the second installment of the NAACPHoward Chapter sponsored lecture series,
"LINKS: Connecting Knowledge to Success," on November I.
Colvin showed students that social security is not just for the retired by revealing
some startling statistics.
lwenty-eight percent of working 20-yearolds can expect to become disabled before

••
•,
they reach age 67. which is when retirement
benefits can be collected. she said.
Colvin also discussed 1he future of the
social security program and how the results
of Tuesday's election affect this future. Currently, the program only has enough money
to provide benefits until the year 2037, she
said. The United States has a budget surplus
and there is much debale over how a portion of this money can be used 10 extend the
life of the social security program, she said.
Freshman Carmen Callaway, a print journalism major said she was very interested

in this information.
"I thought it was interesting to hear tha1
once our generation gets 10 the social security age there may not be enough money left
for us," she said." It kind of makes me want
to work harder to fix 1ha1."
Most undergraduate HowJrd Mmlents will
only be about 57 when the benefits run
out-10 years before they will be eligible
to collect retirement benefits. Colvin said it
is critical that student, have an active voice
at the polls, so that they will be ahle to collect from the program they paid money

into.
Colvin has been with the SSA since 1994,
when ~he was appointed as Deputy Commissioner for Policy and External Affairs.
In her current capacity. Colvin manages
nearly 50,000 employees. including those in
the Oflice of Central Operations, field and
regional offices. rele,ervice centers. and
processing centers.
For more information on the social security program, visit the Social Security
Administration's website at www.ssa.gov.

- Compiled b,\' Karleen Roy

Students in Ttuth and Crandall Halls can
now call friends and fami ly from their
rooms after almost a semester of no phone
service.
Crews from Verizon Communicationsthe area telephone provider- placed two
phonclincs in more than 50 rooms last week
after a three month installation delay.
"The Verizon strike delayed everything,"
said Ron Harris, assistant to the Dean of
Residence Life. "There also was a blueprint
problem. meaning that the lines could not
be put in where they were suppose to be

because Veriion had the wrong floor plans."
About 110 lines were installed in Truth
Hall and 58 lines in Crandall. The two lines
installed in each room means 1ha1students
in double or triple rooms will no longer
share the same phone lines. In Crandall
some roommates still share phone lines, bur
not for long because crews are still installing
lines in the hall.
Dean of Residence Life York Campbell
said his office is trying to make it possible
for all Howard dorm residents in shared
rooms to have separate phone lines.
The university fi nished renovating the
halls last semester. Both halls are part of the
five halls that make up Tubman Quadran-

glc.
About 30 female students live on each
floor of the halls, which both have four
floors. There was one public phone on each
floor.
Stephanie Ryrd. a freshman international
business major and Crandall Hall resident.
said that ii was hard for the girls to share one
hall phone because other residents are
"always tying up the line or there arc a few
girls waiting in line to u,e the phone."
She said nor having a phone has prevented her from calling her parents often and
caused her to rack up a $I()()() cellular
phone bill.
Residence life officials said they are 1101

•
,
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Verizon Installs Phone Lines After Three Month Wait
By NtQUANOA BROWN
Hilltop Staff Writer

•

.••

Quad Residents Can Finally Dial Home
"Strong sense of leadership, sincerity and a
whole lot of money."
Damion Moss
Business Management- Senior

·

to blame for the missing phone lines.
Officials said the order for phone service
in the halls was placed 10 Verizon sometime
last semester and students should have had
their phones conne"ed upon their arrival in
August.
Students are now content with their phone

••
•:
,:
·
•:
.·
•:

service.

:•

"Everyone was extremely happy when
the phones were turned on," said Rubyna
Abbey, a freshman psychology major and
Truth Hall resident. "We were all yelling
and screaming, usually we [all the girls on
her floor I would sit and talk in the hall. but
when we got our phones the hall w·Js silent."
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Got News? Call The Hilltop tip line at 80~-4748
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Chapel Rumors Prove False
ceedings of the conference published and available for students and faculty members.
- Joi Ridley

Students Turn Out for Gullah Conference

By JM1VE E. Sl'II.I.ER
Chief Copy Editor
midst the rumors that the Andrew Rankin
Chapel services have moved permanently 10
Cr.inllon Auditorium. chapel officials now say
nothing is official. There have been concerns that a new
chapel will be needed on campus soon due 10 the large
amount of students who attend the weekly Sunday services.
Dr. Bernard Richardson. Dean of the Chapel says that
the chapel services have been temporarily moved from
Rankin Chapel 10 Cramton because of space limitations.
"We were turning away students and others." Richard,on
said.
The chapel has been apart of the Howard University
community for a long time. Notable gue,t speakers have
Oanked the pulpit such as minister and civil rights activist.
Martin Luther King, Jr. It has been seen by many as one
of the most historic and prestigious chapels in the nation.
Chapel services began in Rankin this sel'lester. but have
been held in Cramton Auditorium since September 18.
Usually. chapel services are only held in Cramton when
popular guest speakers are scheduled 10 speak at the
chapel.
Guest speakers that usually fill the chapel to capacity
are ministers such as, Bishop Vashti Mckenzie. Gardner
C. Taylor. and Jeremiah Wright.
Before moving to Cramton. the aisles of Rankin Chapel.
basement, sections of the choir stand and the hack area
of the building have been used as means to hold the overflowing congregation of the worship services. Even then.
students would be turned away because of the limited
space.
Some felt that 1he overOowed room was unable to serve
its !rue purpose. "It's not !he same experience and I usually end up leaving because the feeling is too impersonal," Matthew Goins. a junior marketing major said. Parishoners would watch the service downslairs on a

A

television .
Some students feel that while the move to Cramton is
a good thing. the huge auditorium does not provide a bencfil for worship.
"In Cramton, you don't really get that church feeling,"
Goins said.
Cramton seats 1500 people. while Rankin seats 5-600
people.
· Goins, a Showtime hand member. thinks that the call to
chapels for large organizations play a part in limiting the
space available for students. "I know when the band
comes. we take up at least 1/3 of the chapel," Goins said.
The call to chapels are a portion of the service designated for student organizations. visiting organi1.ations. and
others of the University community to ask for prayer and
serve as a tribute to God. Some organizations used the
time to gather for worship amongst the members.
However. some feel that those students who don·1 have
seating often bring it upon themselves.
·There are lots of people who come in at 12:00 and
expect to find seats," K ynecsha Dew. a senior broadcast
journalism major said.
Chapel services begin every Sunday at 11 :00 a.m.
Dew who has attended chapel services since coming to
Howard. never noticed the large amount of students who
were turned away. She explained thal she feels that going
tu Rankin provides her with the positive vibe needed to
start her week. "I can go to Cramton any clay. Sometimes,
you can go to Cramton and see half-naked people s1rolling
across the stage. It lacks that holy feeling," Dew said.
Richardson feels that eventual! y there may he plans for
a new chapel for the campus. "In many ways. it ·s a blessing [that so many students wish to attend ~ervicel,"
Richardson said.

"Gullah is more than a language or dialect, it is a culture." This was the general theme of Gullah: A Linguistic Legacy of Africans in America. a conference held
November 3rd in the Blackburn Forum. The day-long
seminar included various sessions including the Ian•
guage's origins, uses, and role in modern day society.
There were keynote addresses by John Russell Rickford,
Director of African American Studies at Stanford University and Rudolph Troike from the University of Arizona.
Dr. Paul Fallon. Assistant Professor of Linguistics and
English, organized the conference. In planning the event.
Fallon said he felt that the Howard community would be
receptive to the topic because a number of Howard students are Gullah. The number of students that came to
participate in the conference surprised Fallon. "I expected to see professors and linguists, but I am pleased to see
so many students," said Fallon.
The Gullah are a distinctive group of Black Americans
from South Carolina and Georgia in the southeastern
United States. They live in small farming and fishing
communities along the Atlantic coastal plain and on th-:
chain of Sea Islands that run parallel to the coast.
The Gullah language. a Creole blend of Elizabethan
English and African languages, originatectin Africa during the Middle Passage, and developed in the slave communities of the isolated plantations of the coastal South.
It's spoken in a rhythm and most times spoken rapidly
which makes it difficult to understand for even those who
grew up around it. As time has passed the use of the language has almost disappeared. Yet. the language also still
lingers in the unique "geechee" accents carried by many
descendants of these original settling plantation families.
Fallon feels that the conference was an overall success.
"The conference was intended to in1egrate with classes
and go beyond the textbook." He hopes to have the pro

Pan Hellenic Council Hosts Greek Week
The Pan Hellenic Counci l at Howard University hosted its first annual Greek Week this week. The Pan Hellenic council consists of all the Black Greek Letter Organizations on campus. These organizations include Alpha
Kappa Alpha Sorority, Inc .. Omega Psi Phi Fraternity,
Inc .. Delta Sigma Theta Sorority, Inc .. Alpha Phi Alpha
fraternity Inc., Zeta Phi Beta Sorority Inc., Sigma Gamma
Rho Sorority Inc .. and Iota Phi Thela Fraternity, Inc. Phi
Beta Sigma and Kappa Alpha Psi did not participate in
the weeklong programs.
The activities began Sunday with a Call to Chapel. On
Monday, the Deltas, Zetas. and Iotas hosted a seminar
entitled, "No Means No:· It talked about dating and its
problems. Sexual harassment and the protective measures
of dating were also discussed.
On Tuesday, the AKAs and Zetas hosted a poetry cipher
that featured the Howard Poets. Also participating were
members of the fraternities and sorori1ics and attendees
of the event.
The Alphas and Omegas hosted a seminar." Black Man:
Alpha to Omega," on Wednesday. The seminar's purpose
was to talk about the different issues that African American men deal with.
Thursday, the Council wrapped up Greek Week 2000
with the Greek Olympics. A change of pace from the
other serious events earlier this week. the organizations
competed against each other.
Channing Hawkins, President of the Pan Hellenic Council and a member of Alpha Phi Alpha. said that the motivation behind Greek Week 2000 was to establish lines of
communication between the various Greek organizations on campus. Hawkins intends for Greek Week to be
an annual event.
- Camille Harvey

False Alarms Pose Hazards for Meridian Residents
By Cn AIA Oom1s
Hilltop Staff Writer
A rash of false fire alarms in !'vferidian Hill Hall has
prompted dorm officials to issue a warning to the culprits.
In a memorandum released to residents. Samuel Avor.
community director of Meridian warned Sludcnts of the
possible dangers that could arcompany false alarms.
"Repeat evacuations will result in your fellow residents
becoming desensitized 10 the sound of the alarm," he said
in the memo. "If it continues lives may be lost. This could
cause a definite problem if it occurs continuously. Students
will end up ignoring the sound. and may not exit the building if a real fire occurs," Avor said.
Meridian officials are still searching for the culprits.
"We have been trying to catch the persons who have been
pulling the alarms," Avor said. "The RAs and GAs have
taken serious action 10 solve this problem."
The rcsiden1 and graduate assistants have tried to keep
close watch since the first false alarm. but have not Ileen

able to catch anyone.
Officials at 1he District Fire Department are also concerned about the false alarms.
"Bogus runs to false alarms could take away from an actual fire occurring," said Fire Marshall Stuckey of the District Fire Department. "Students causing false runs may
endanger other people's lives."
One of 1he most recent false alarms occurred on Oct. I0.
The alarm awakened students al I a.m.
Unfortunately. some students were asleep and didn't
respond to it.
"I understand fire drills are necessary for our safety. hut
not in the middle of the night.'' said Morgan Bevineau. a
sophomore TV productions major.
Four days later. there was another false alarm at 4:30 a.m.
·rhat time. even less students evacuated the huilding.
"I didn't even hear the bell." ,aid senior Felix Sergho. a

resident of Meridian. "If it was a real fire. I would've been
trapped."
In a case at Seton Hall University in New Jersey this year,
three students were killed when they failed to respond to a
fire alarm A dorm fire killed three and injured 54 others.
The dorm had no sprinkler system or fire hoses.
Many students at Seton Hall ignored the alarm, since there
were many false incidents in the past. Students evacuated
the building only after they saw actual fire.
Since the fire. Seton Hall has taken action to install
sprinklers in all dorms sprinkJer and hose system.
According to federal mandate, all dorms built after 1984
are required to have sprinkler systems.
Currently, Howard Plaza Towers. Cook Hall. and the
Bethune Annex are the only dorms at Howard that have
sprinkler systems.
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THE CITY
Nader Fights for District Statehood

City Sites
Places to Visit in the Howard University Area
LINCOLN THEATER ( 1215 U) • This theater was built

for
African American audiences in 1922. It wa& restored and
reopened in I994.

DUKE ELLINGTON MURAL (13 th & U)-G. Byron

Peck's

mural at the U Street Metro stop.
WHJTELAW HOTEL (13 th

& T) - This building was
designed by black architect Isaiah T. Hatton, and visited
by Duke Ellington. It is now restored as apartments.

Vennont) This church is one of the many Civil War era churches in
this area.
VERMONT AVENUE BAPTIST CHURCH (630

INDUSTRIAL BANK ( 11 th and

U) - The Industrial Bank is
the oldest black bank in the
city. The black entrepreneur
John \"✓ hitelaw Lewis
financed it.
AFRICAN Al\'IERICAN CIVIL
WAR MEMORIAL (Vermont

& U) - 209,143 names of
black Civil War soldiers and
sailors are inscribed beside
Ed Hamilton's 1997 bronze
sculpture.

By NSENGA A. KN1c1rr
City Editor
The thousands of Nader supponers at Sunday's
Nader Super Rally knew they were rallying behind a
man who would lose the presidential race. People at
the rally supponed Nader for many rea<;0ns, one of
them being his keen suppon of DC statehood. Noting
that a 5% vote for Ralph Nader in the presidential elections would equal a fc<lcr.illy funded Green Pany. even
if Ralph Nader lost the presidential campaign with only
a 5% vote. those fighting for DC statehood would have
won in a big way.
The Green Party and the DC statehood party merged
to form one pany last year. Vicki Linton. a member of
the DC statehood Green Pany steering comminee
noted that most people don ·1 realize how disenfranchised DC is. She said that because of the merging of
the rwo parties there has been a. ''real upsurge in interest that we don't have representation in Congress. Not
only that, but Congress interferes in local issues." Linton believes that because of Nader's national campaign
and his ability to make the issue of DC statehood
known around the country, this will help the push for
DC statehood.
Ctystal Sylvia, a member of the lntcmational Socialist Organization and a teacher in Washington. DC said,
"I know that he's not gonna win. Tiic rally sets in place
the groundwork needed for a third pany. It gives
expression to people. It gives DC residents confidence.''
Sunday·s rally mrukcd the end of Ralph Nader's super
rallies before the presidential ele<:tions. To begin his
speech. Ralph Nader focused on the issue of DC statehood stating that. ''The situation (referring to DC statehood) is no longer going to be a f0001ote on presiden-

Mother of slain victim finally speaks out
By .flR,\KKTO:'< BOOKF.R
HiUtop Staff Writer

toric 12th Street YMCA was once the home of the poet
Langston Hughes.
CARTER G WOODSON'S HOl'rlE AND OFFICE ( 1538 9th )-

Woodson was a pioneer in the black history movement and
a Howard University professor (the building is now
empty).
MARY Mc CLEOD BETHUNE COUNCIL HOUSE HIS·
TORIC SITE ( 1318 Vermont) - This is the site of the found-

ing headquarters of the National Council of Negro
Women.

Dr. Mable Jones. the mother of Prince Jones Jr.. the
Howard University student who was fatally wounded
by a Prince George's police officer in early September. spoke out against the version of event, given by
Virginia prosecutor and urged the US Attorney O.:neml to bring justice to the issue.
Dr. Mable Jones has spoken out against the Virginia
prosecutor who failed to prosecute her son ·s murder•
er. Jones is the mother of slain Howard Universi1y student. Prince Jones. Jones was killed in early Seplember by a Prince George's police officer. There has been
much controversy surrounding the case since the officer wa~ out of his jurisdiction. After weeks of waiting. the Virginia prosecutor declined to bring the officer up on charges. After weeks of silence. Jones·
mother is now urging the US Anomey Geneml to bring
justice to the issue.
''There is no plausible scenario to ju.stify the [act]
committed by Carlton Jones," Jones said at her anor•

Store Seeks Abundance
On 28 18 Georgia Avenue, cto1hing
for a new genera1ion has been born.
Seek Abundance has opened it doors
10 the community and has a universal theme that has customers coming
back for more.
Founded in 1996 by Nikia Harris
in New Carrolton. Maryland. the
clothing line focuses on one major
principle. "You can get whatever
you try to get out of life if you work
at it," said Brandon Owens. presi dent of the clothing line and store.
The clothing line made irs way into
the District about five and a half
months ago.
With other clothing stores and lines
competing in the area such as Madness. Hobo. We Are One. i111d
Squash All Beefs. Seek Abundance
Stands out because of its creativity
and unique style. Owens said. "If
we don't have what you wan! and
Madness or another store has it we
will send them there. We are not in
competition, but in customer satisfaction."
The set up of the store is classy
wi1h glass chandeliers. yet edgy with
music blasting on a daily basis.
Owens thinks the layout of the store
is what attracts most of the customers. "Customers come in the
store and are impressed with the
layout. They feel vety comfonable,"
said Owens. Mike Rucker. one of
Abundance's customers said, "I
learned abou1the store through word
of mouth, and I like the good qual ity of the clo1hing. The layout is
nice and they have great cuslomer
service:•
Seek Abundance also has a strong
appeal to its new customers because
of another unique theme of the store.
When Owens said. "You can get
anything you want," he meant it.
The store focuses on custom made
clothing. Whether it is a dress.
sweater, or jacket. 1he experrise rni-

supports Nader. "All the issues I care about are not mentioned by other candidates, or they agree on issues I
don·1 suppon. I campaign for something I believe in.''
Cuertlon said.
Referring to DC, Nader notcJ that ht- is !he 1irs1 Presidential candidate in US histoty to c.:snpaign in Ana•
costia. Speaking about the situatuions in Anacostia.
Nader said. "In Ward R, 65.(XX) people live there and
they don ·1 have a supermarket."
''There are 500,00'.) people living in DC. DC is suppo5Cd to be a symbol of freedom. yet political partic•
iparion is denied to pt'Ople in DC." said Nader. "DC
has la I double infant monality rate than any other
state .... Then again, DC is a colony. Second cla<.<eitiz.cns li ve side by side with first class citizens."

Jo11es Case Takes Another Turn

'fHuRGOOD l\lARSHALL CENTER FOR SERVICE & HER·
ITAGE (1816 12th)- This Shaw heritage center in the his-

By J ONATIIAN C St~IS
Hilltop Staff Writer

tial campaigns." In speaking about DC residents'
denial of repre~tation in Congress, Nader said DC
residents arc in essence, second class citizens. "DC is
essentially a colony," said Nader.
Wayne Tumer, a member of ACT-UP. an organization whose main concerns are AIDS issues. is a supporter ofRalph Nader. "He is the only presidential candidate speaking directly to the is.,ues I care for," Tumcr
said. He noted that in DC. they were able to pa~s medic,tl marijuana legislation. but wa.~ unable to implement
it because of the st1tehootl issue and Congres.~ having
ultimatecontrol over local issues in DC. He also noted
that his organization also worked to pass needle
exchange program legislation in DC. but because of
congresses hold over any DC legislation. the prognun
cannot he implemented. "DC statehood is a life and
de.'.lth issue," said Tumer. He also emphasized the fact
that DC leads the nation in new HIV cases and AIDS
deaths.
Nader noted that DC residents pay 2 billion dollars
in fedeml taxes yet. ,·an't elect people to say how it is
spent. "DC is the only democracy in the world th.11
denies its capit'll's residents the right to vote. Unaccountable power is by its nature abusive," said Nader.
Roh Auerbach. the c<rehair of the Maryland Green
Party. noted that if DC were to gain statehood i1 would
be in better condition. "S1a1chood for DC is imponant.
DC doesn't have home rule. so Congress can oven um
anything DC decides. Maryland people go 10 DC all
the time. I'd like to see a better DC," said Auerbach.
During his speech. Nader noted that a large ponion
of his supponers are students. Melissa Cuerdon. a University of Maryland student. said. "It's students (backing Nader) because it's a grassroots movement. no< corpor.ite funded." As a student, Cuerdon says that she

lorship of Abundance affords them
the ability to hand make clothes for
their customers. "You can bring in
pictures from a magazine of a piece
of clothin!\,J!f just bring in a drawing and we will create it for you,"
Owens said. If the clothing is
patented by a n,1me brand clothier.
the store will find a way 10 make it
work for you . "Our designers will
work their way around it by altering
the piece or asking for more of the
customers input," Owens said.
"You're your own designer."
Founder Nikia Harris took a two
year hiatus away from the store to
master the skill of sewing. The
quati1y and variety of the clothing
genres rnnge from hip hop to classic. One jogging suit in the store is
especially designed for the new
patent leather retro Jordans.
Abundance seeks to create a more
intimate environment for customer
and sales interaction. They do not
push their clothing label or other
clo1hes on customers. instead they
allow the customer 10 ask them
questions.
For those that worry about going 10
a store and having the same outfit
some one else has on shouldn't.
Owens said." Our clothes are made
and when they sell out we do not
reproduce them again." The individualis1ic Oavor that excites the
environment of Seek Abundance
makes everything appealing. The
"in1eractive label" has seven different logos for the customer to chose
from.
The swre prices arc reasonable.
The sku llies sell for around $12 and
I shirts range from S30-S40. The
custom made items vary in price, but
still arc affordable. For custom
made clothes. '1\vo factors go into
pricing; material and labor. that is
all," Owens said. One custom made
dress, which was silver embroidered, and hooded with a resemblance reminiscent of a millennium
Mad Max style wi ll sell for $95 .

Wi1h the quality of the dress and
unique style of it could have gone
for twice that price. If some things
in the slore are a lillle too much for
!he customer Owens said. "We are
willing to work with you. If you
can't make it back up here, we will
sew and deliver it to your door step."
Other plans being looked at by
Harris and Owens include the opening of another store in North Carolina and sales overseas in Japan.
These plans may seem to be for off,
but Harris and Owens have already
started 10 work on the projects.
Right now, the next stage in Abundance's work is the setup of their
web site.
Abundance also asks for community participation. They accept
abs1rnc1 art to produce onto the
clothing's canvas. If 1hey use the
art. then the art used will be paid off
by the clothing line. Abundance
welcomes all designers and artists
for their contributions.
The community can submit ideas
10 the store, but the store is already
setting the mold for other stores in
their commun ity action. For
Thanksgiving, the store plans 1ocosponsor a food and coat drive for the
local area. Another drive is planned
for Chrbtmas.
With promotions in the works with
95.5 WPGC and BET. and a
supreme clientele that ranges from
Washington Wizard's Cheerleaders
to Teen Summit's squad members.
Seek Abundance has no problem
living up to its name.
For more information, call (202)
299-0313 or visit the store Monday
through Sunday 12- until at 28 I 8
Georgia Ave NW.

ney's office in Washingll>n la,t week. "Norean there
be any tolerance for a police depanment whose officers repeatedly violate the civil rights of citizens." she
said.
Carlton Jones. 32. who is of no relation to Prince
Jones. is the undercover narcotics detective who fol•
lowed Prince Jones through three juri$dicrions and 15
miles before his life was taken. According to Jones·
account of the events surrounding the shooting. the
Howard student was being traikd by the officer becau.,;e
he was mistaken for Derrell Gilchrist of Largo.
Gilchrist is a suspected drug trafficker who jostled Carlton Jones 's vehicle on multiple occasio,1< over the summer.
Jones, ~ Philadelphia physician. however. feels that
the officer's account of the story is nothing more than
a fabrication. "I am convinced. more than ever. that
C:ulton Jones lied when he says my son go1 out of his
jeep and came face to face with him," Jones said.
"Gilchrist." according to Jamie Stockwell. stuf writer
for the Wa,hington Post. "spon, jaw-length dre:idlock.<,
a he:ud and i, nc,uly a foot shona and many pounds

heavier" thrui Prince Jone,.
"If my son came face to foce with Carlton Jones." a,;lcs
Mable Jones. "why then. after he shot him. did he give
the dispatcher the name of the drug dealer known to
him. which wa< obviously not my son?''
Roben F. Horan. Commonwealth Anomcy of Fair<
fax County. divulged that criminal charges would not
be fded against Cpl. Jones. Jones. a six-year police veteran. presently remains on paid administrative leave.
Jones decided to go to the pinnacle of the country's
judicial system urging Anomey General Janet Reno to
"do the right thing and prosecute this officer under the
civil rights statute."
The attorneys who repre:-ent t/,e family of Prince
Jones plan to file a civil suit sometime this month. U
tliey file the suit. it would allow tliemae<:es., toc,id=
obtained by the Fairfa., detecll\'cs. "Oien: 's still a IOI
of unan,weredque>tion,; and tlus is the ne.i step." said
Ted J. William,. one of the two Jones family lawy~
"Ju.stice will occur and the truth will be known."
TI,e FBI is also investigating the shmting.

THE EL[.I:~ Wl.ESEl..
P R I z E .1 r(JttE -~ ·PJ·: r·c s · Ml
ESSAY CONTEST
-·------·-

---·----

• Explore how a moral society's perception of the
"other" n1ay result in social separation, .prejudice,
discrimination, hate crimes and violence.
• Examine the ethical aspects or implications of a major
literary work, a film, or a significant piece of art.
•

Reflect on the most profound moral dilemma
you have personally experienced and what it
has taught you about ethics.

ELIGIBILITY: FULL-TIME JUNIOR AND SENIOR UNDERGRADUATES
DEADLINE: JANUARY 5, 2001

In addition to compl.eting a Student Entry Form, the student is required to
have a professor review the essay and fill out a Faculty Sponsor Form. Any
interested professor may act as a Faculty Sponsor and a maximum of two
entries per professor per contest year will be accepted. The coll.ege or university
is not required to have an official coordinator for the contest; however, your
campus may have, or wish to establish, an internal set of procedures.
FIRST PRIZE: $5,000

SECOND PRIZE: $2,500

THIRD PRIZE: $1,500
TWO HONORABLE MENTIONS: $500 EACH
ENTRY FORM AND DETAILED GUIDELINES

Available online at www.eliewieselfoundation.org, or by sending a
self-addressed, stamped envelope to:
The Elie Wiesel Prize in Ethics
The Elie Wiesel Foundation for Humanity
380 Madison Avenue, 20th Floor
New York, NY 10017
Telephone: 212.490.7777
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Demistifying Politics: The role of lobbyists
By JULIE NORWF.1.1.
U-WIRE Washington Bureau
Given lhe 1Ju-iving lobbying industry in Washington. voters who are disenchanted by their lack of influence in the
poll s may well find satisfaction in a career as a lobbyist.
There are more lobbyists in Washington than ever before
and industry spending is just one example. According lo
the Center for Responsive Politics, expenditures on federal lobbying in 1998 (the last year for which figures are
available) increased nearly 13 percent 10 $ I.42 billion
from Sl.26 billion in 1997.
Lobbying is the practice of influencing governmental
legislators and administrators to make decisions in line
with the concerns of special interests groups. The term
dales to the 1830s when representatives of interest groups
would congregate in the lobbies of Congress and stale legislatures.
These days, lobbying in the U.S. has become an intrinsic part of the political system. Ahhough federal and stale
legislators represent geographical areas. they spend much
of their time responding 10 special interest groups 10 the
·extent that lobbyists sometimes draft legislation that is
·then introduced by sympathetic lawmakers as their own.

In fact. many major social changes in the United States
are a resuh of lobbying and advocacy. These include protection of women's rights, child labor Jaws, and requirements for safe drinking water and clean air. stricter laws
against drunk driving, civil rights, and rights of the disabled.
Organizations such as commercial interests. medical
interests, educational groups, financial institutions. labor
unions. professional associations and social issue groups
all maintain a strong presence in the lobbying industry.
Lobbyists play an important role in politics because they
provide information about a variety of complex issues that
lawmakers simply do not have the time to research on their
own. They are often asked for feedback on legislation if
for no other reason than 10 ensure that affected parties will
pose no objections to legislation after a vote. Lobbying
is by no means limited to supplying information. however.
Tactics also include using networking and contacts to
make political 1Ju-eats or promises and to provide entertainment or favors.
Political clout comes with most successful lobbying.
insiders say. The carrot of campaign contributions and the
stick of political pressure from constituents influence lawmakers as lobbyists exert their control in Washington.

Of course. this recipe can also encourage corruption.
which has tainted the image of lobbyists.
To curb potential negative effects of lobbying in Washington, the government passed legislation to regulate lobbying wi th the Regulation of Lobbying Act of 1946. The
Act requires registration of and regular financial reports
from all individuals and agents seeking 10 influence legislation. And in 1995 Congress passed a new bill intended to strengthen the 1946 law.
Given the swell of money and lobbyists in government
these days, beefed-up regulation is time!y. According to
the Senate Office of Public Records, the number of reg•
istered lobbyists swelled 10 20,512 by June 15, 1999a 37 percent increase from the 14,946 lobbyists registered
on Sept. 30, I997.
In addition. the number of organizations that reported
spending more than $1 million during the year mcreased
from 43 10 261 in 1998. In all there were more than 38
registered lobbyists and $2.7 million in lobbying expen•
diturcs for every member of Congress in 1998.
Industry analysts do not expect these figures to decline
any time in the near future. The CRP reports that the lobbying industry continues lo attract former legislators and
government administrators because of the lucrative career

opportunities it offers. The Center identified 13
members of Congress who turned up as registe
byists during 1998.
Former lawmakers make especially good lo
because they know the process intimately and ca
ily contact their former colleagues. Washington's I
lobbying firms are able 10 prosper because they ref
diverse special interests. This is necessary given th,
and flows of policy interests.
The to!>acco industry, for example. increased its k
ing spending by nearly 80 percent in 1998 when it<
under attack in Congress. And Microsoft's spendin.
lobbying grew from $1.16 million in 1996 10 $4.66 ,
lion last year in response to the lawsuits filed against
software manufacturer by the Department of Justict
I997. according to the CRP.
With growing budgets and an ever-increasing prese
in Washington and around the country, lobbyists 1
secure in their roles in the political process because tht
understand there will always be a special interest to re•
resent.

Alcohol Increases EMS Visits
By MARGARF.T McEUGOIT
The Eagle (American U.)
(U-WIRE) Increased alcohol consumption may be al
the heart of an increase in emergency ambulance transports of srudents to area hospitals over the fall 2000 semester.
"More students are calling us about other students who
appear to be intoxicated," Colleen Carson-Merkl. di rec.tor of Public Safety. said. "We usually identify' alcohol
[use] by other misconduct. whether it's disorderly conduct or vandalism."
When faced with a potential case of alcohol poisoning.
Carson-Merkl said Public Safety will call an ambulance
and encourage the student to seek treatment at a medical
facility.
"A significant percentage of students refuse treatment,"
she said.

While many of the cases are due to alcohol consumption, Carson-Merkl pointed out that there are other emergencies that require an ambulance transport.
"Basically. it's alcohol but, of course, we get a few [calls)
becau~ of medical problems. Primarily. these happen during the day," Carson-Merkl said. "The night calls are primarily due 10 alcohol.''
In response 10 the growing problem, Carson-Merkl said
Public Safety is working jointly with local police to find
new strategies to deal with growing numbers of alcohol
poisoning cases. Other AU departments have also taken
a part in combating over-consumption on campus.
'"We are working with Residential Life and Housing Services and the Dean's Office to beef up education programs." Carson-Merkl said.
"Some of these hospital transports involve some serious alcohol poisoning and drug overdoses," Dean of Stu•
dents Faith Leonard said. "I think it's important for me
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10 meet with students who have been transported a.nd talk
through the issues."
Le<>nard said if students haven't discussed the incident
with their parents, she urges them to do that. When student behavior involves a serious risk to health and safety, normal rules of confidentiality don't apply, she said.
"One of my concerns around these issues is that for
whatever reason, more leases) are women," Leonard
said. "Tha1·s a change in the profile over time. Alcohol
has a disproportionate effect on women."
Leonard said that there are other problems associated
with frequent alcohol abuse.
"Excessive alcohol consumption is directly ~orrelaled
10 poor academic standing," Leonard said.
In addition .• students who drink too much often affect
other students· work environments.
Carson-Merkl agreed that excessive alcohol consump•
tion can be a factor in other crimes on campus. She said

that statistics show that alcohol is involved in most sexual assauhs.
"There's certainly a connection between alcohol and
being a victim of other crimes." Carson-Merkl said.
The increase of hospital transports is not un,,iue to AU,
however "We're not unusual at all. A lot of schools nationally are dealing with this," Leonard said.
Carson-Merkl said that Public Safety is working with
other consortium universities to develop a strategy for
combating the rise in cases of alcohol poisoning
Julie Weber. director of Residential Life and Housing.
said RLHS staff are dealing with the increase using normal protocol. She said that cooperation with Public Safety and the ambulance services makes the incidents more
manageable for Resident Assistants and Desk Recep•
1ionis1s.

Candle ignites fire, injures student
By ANDREW MARI EL
The Eagle (American U.)
(U-WIRE) A neglected burning candle caused a small
fire 10 break out in a Letts Hall room on Thursday morning. injuring one student and forcing the evacuation of all
south side residents for two hours.
The fire. which broke out in a room on the fifth floor of
rhe north wing of Lelis Hall at approximately 4: J5 a.m ..
damaged a llesk. chai. and mattress, as well as electronic equipment, according to Residential Life and Housing
Services Director Julie Weber.
"The student had Iii a candle. which is of course, against
the rules," Weber said. "And she was on her bed reading
a book when she fell asleep."
A short time thereafter. the student woke to see her blanket on fire. She immediately pulled the fire alarm. while
another student grabbed a fire extinguisher and put out
the blaze.
Students on the floor also reported that the woman tried
to put out the fire herself, and that her arm and hair looked
burnt. She was later taken 10 Georgetown University Hospital where she was treated for second-degree burns on
her arm and finger and relea.~ed at 7 a.m., Weber said.
"That is something that we don't recommend. Don't
mess with fire," Weber said. "When one breaks out, just
get out of your room."
The fire alarm alerted Public Safety to the call. Two minutes after ii was pulled. Public Safety was in Lelis and had
called the fire department. Tlu"ee fire engines arrived from
both the D.C. fire department and the Chevy Chase
department IO minutes after that.
'"We had a two minute lag. which was a very fast
response," Weber said.
They immediately unfurled their hoses, but were soon
informed that the fire was out, Weber said. They spent the
next two hours verifying that everything was out and there

was no possibility of a flare up, as well as clearing the
area of smoke.
While most students evacuated immediately. some students continued 10 trickle out of the residence halls over
the next hour.
'There was some cause for concern over south side's reputation for false alarms;· Weber said.
According to Weber, Public Safety officers observed students peering down on the confusion outside from behind
1heircut1ains. Public Safety then went to those rooms and
told the students to leave. 1houih Weber said that there
will be no disciplinary action taken aga\ns\ them.
"If we get the names of students that refuse to leavedur•
ing a fire alarm. then we can bring them to Judicial
Affairs. but Public Safely was concerned with just getting the students out and didn't take names," she said.
Weber said she docs not yet have an estimate on the cost
of the damage. The room had to be repainted and re-carpeted. Glue underneath the carpets that held Ooor tiles in
place had asbestos in it. and the fire had burned through
the carpet to the glue.
Weber said the student's roommate was not in the room
when the candle was lit and wasjusl returning as the fire
broke out. The student stayed with family in the area until
her room was repaired. while the injured student was
moved to another room on campus.
'There will be a follow up with Judicial Affairs," Weber
said of the expected disciplinary action taken against the
student.
Despite the penchant for false alarms on South side in
years past, every alarm pull so far this year has been a
legitimate concern, whether ii was burned baked goods
or smoke in the halls, Assistant Director of Residential
Life and Housing Services Rick Treater said.
"I've been here three years, and this is the first actual
fire we've had," Treater said.

®TOYOTA

ECHO

www.gettoyota.com

When:
Where:

Most everyone has them ... no one likes them. (Toyota Echo can help.) Echo gets up 10 38 miles per gallon' .. that limits your spending
on gasoline. (Good start.) Echo has an amazing amount of interior room ...seating for 5... so it will hold a lot of something, like up 10
4 paying passengers on Holiday trips home -

Time:

Thursday, November 16, 2000
Amour J. Blackburn Center
Rm. 148-150
6:00 pm

positive cash flow to further limit your spending. (Another plus.) Now you try one.

(Hints: It's Toyota... very dependable. And its an Echo, starting around $13,500 well equipped.) So the next time your spending limits
come up for discussion, you'll be all set with a positive suggestion ... A visit t o your nearby Toyota dealer.
'EPA estimate 31/38 4 door, 4-speed automatic. Even better with 5-speed manual.
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NATION & W-ORLD
Models of Collective Security Systems
By EWA UNOKE
Nation and World Editor
According 10 Inis Claude, the hope of establishing a successful collective security system has been the primary
motivating force behind the organizational enterprise of
our time. He further argues that the dominant purpose or
supreme ideal of collective security is 10 prevent any
nation or combination of countries from achieving a
dominant position.
The doctrine of collective security rests on 1he axiom:
..one for all and all for one ... In such a silua1ion therefore, an anack against any nation is considered an anack
against all. in which case it is assumed that the potential
aggressor would be deterred from an arhitrary use of force
in the conduct of international relations. While the balance of power theory seeks equilibrium between two
opposing states. collcc1ivc security creates an overwhelming imbalance of power with such intimidatory
mandate and scope 1ha1 the aggressor would not dare to
start a war since he would be :innihilated if he foolishly
did.
Having reviewed the doctrine of collective securi1y, we
will now a11emp1 an evaluation of this concept as i1 has
been incorpor-,11ed into some important in1cma1ional and
regional organizations such as the League of Nations, the
UN, and NATO in order 10 explain thecx1en1 which these
agencies have succeeded or failed to operationalize 1he
conccp1 of collec1ive security problems.

In this century. the very first anempl at establishing a
collective securi1y system was made by the League of
Naiions. Article 10 of the League's covenant enjoins the
members of the League to respect and preserve as against
external aggression. the territorial integrity and existing
political independence of all members. Furthermore,
Article 11 states 1hat: ..Any war or threat whether immediately affecting any of the members of the League or not,
is hereby declared a matter of concern to the whole
League, and the League shall take any action that may be
deemed wise and effectual 10 safeguard the peace of
nations."
Provisions in Articles IO and 16 of the covenant
appeared 100 excessive commitments 10 the Great powers who eventually watered down such clauses and regret•
tably paved the way for aggressor states to exploit the
loopholes in the League's covenant. Therefore. in 1931.
the Japanese invaded Manchuria and the League's
response was belated after Japan had successfully occupied 1ha1 stale. The League also failed to check Japan
against China. Italy invaded Ethiopia in October I935 and
in March 1936, Hitler remilitarized the Rhineland in violation of the Treaty of Versailles. In consequences, the
League collapsed and subsequently paved the way for the
establishment of the United Nations.
The UN charter is an improvement on the covenant of
the League of Nations. The charter was an a1temp1 to give
.. teeth" which the League lacked. Article 24 states that
the primary responsibility of the UN is the maintenance
of international peace and security. In spite of several

al integrity of members and this accounts for its success.
It enjoys immunity from external pressures and ideological affinities.
In NATO. WARSAW and OAS, the leader of each organization has been a great power such as USA in NATO
and OAS and Russia in Warsaw Pact. Members generally have been unwilling to surrender their sovereignty.
However, these regional security orsanizations have succeeded in deterring aggression from outside their respective regions. They have also helped to maintain and
strengthen world peace and security, at least, mankind
has been saved from another political armagcddon since
1945. Yet, other world wars with higher human toll
remain rampant in various forms such as hunger, poverty, racism, discrimination and ecological disasters in the
Third World and Africa.
The Organization of Africa Unity (OAU) was founded
in 1963 at Addis Ababa, Ethiopia with part of its role as
the defense of the sovereignty, territorial integrity and
independence of member states. Member states pledged
to harmonize and coordinate their general policies towards
achieving, ..Cooperation for defense and security." However, with this noble provision. the OAU, ironically has
not J:,een able to establish an African High Command
which has been on the drawing board for a protracted period. So far, African leaders have only accepted thtestablishmcnt of an OAU Defense force in prindple.
This article is an academic discourse intended to contribute towards research and scholarly debate on the col•
lective security question.

lofty provisions of the UN charter, the UN like the
defunct League did not offer any hope thai collective security is an anainable goal. Article 27 which establishes the
rule of great pc,wer unanimity in the Security Council does
not promote global security indeed. The veto power
given to 1hc permanent members of the Securi1y Council. the decision-making or decision blocking process lies
solely with such permanent members, thereby. leaving the
weaker nations to live at the mercy of the stronger.
The UN therefore has failed to operationalize its onesided collective security fom1ula. The use of this ad hoc
technique by the UN to maintain and preserve global
peace and security has increasingly become a major
source of problem in contemporary international relations.
The OAS model is a collective peacemaking security
system, founded on September 2, 194'/ by Argemina.
Bolivia, Brazil, Chile, Colombia, Costa Rica, Cuba,
Dominican Republic. Ecuador, El Salvador, Gua1emala.
Haiti, Honduras, Mexico. Nicaragua, Panama, Paraguay,
Peru, Venezuela , United Slates, and Uruguay at a conference in Rio de Janeiro with the common will that:
..Am1cd altack against an American ilate shall be considered as an anack against all the American Slates."
The OAS organizational structure differs from the
NATO and Warsaw Pact. It has a general assembly which
meets annually. Its second organ known as Permanent
Council, consists of one ambassadorial rank per member
stale at the Headquarters located in Washington. D.C. It
has the collective mandate to maintain and mediate in disputes among quarreling parties. ii respcc1s the ten:itori-

Duke Professor Could be Next High Court Nominee
By LUCY STRl!'i(;E:R
The Chronicle (Duke U.)

(U-WJRE) DURHAM, N.C. - In wha1 may well tum
out 10 be a nail-biting, down-10,the-wire finale of this
election season. some voters have more 10 hope for from
the next president 1han just reduced 1axes and a salvaged
social security system. Should Al Gore prevail come
Tuesday night. Walter Dellinger, Duke law professor. may
receive a nomination to the nation's highes1 coun of law,
according 10 repons from various national news sources.
The lists that have circulated are not Gore ·s official
choices, but are believed 10 include likely candidates for
eventual openings on the Supreme Court.
This is not the firs1 time Dellinger's name has been
10ssed around as a potemial Supreme Court justice. In
1993 he was ci1ed as a possible candidate to replace Jus•
tice Byron While.
Though Dellinger himself declined to comment on his
prospects. others were eager 10 express their suppon for
Dellinger as a nominee.

..Walter Dellinger would make a first-rate justice of the
Supreme Court ... said Katharine Banlell. dean of the law
school. ..He is one of the smartest people I know. He is
fair-minded. wi1h an excellent abili1y 10 grasp both the big
picture and the subtle nuance. He hold~ no extreme positions and believes strongly in the rule of law...
Dellinger's resume is long and dis1inguished. He joined
the Duke faculty in 1969. and in 1993 he began 10 teach
part-time while advising President Bill Clinton on constitutional issues in areas such as war powers. an funding.
naiional security and the Department of Defense. He also
served as assistant anomey general in charge of the office
of legal counsel. In 1996 he was appoimed solicitor general under Janc1 Reno.
.. M,. Gore does believe 1ha1 his appoin1ees would reflect
the prac1ices and beliefs of two Supreme Coun justices
that stand oul the most in his history... Venus Watkins.
North Carolina S1a1e Press Secretary for the Gore/Lieber•
man Campaign. wrote in an e-mail. Thurgood Marshall
and William Brennan are the two justices Gore respects
most, she said.

Troubles Continue in Middle East

Carribean News
By CLK'\1.ENllA EUGENE

ST.LUCIA

Hilltop Staff Writer

Dr. MoreUa Joseph became the first woman in St Lucia
to become the leader of the United Workers Party
(UWP). Joseph holds a Ph.D. in Education. She was the
deputy leader of the pruty when party leader, Dr. Vaughn
Lewis resigned. 'This action placed Joseph as the leader
shonly before the party's 3 lstconyention. Joscphha.s the
task of guiding tl1e party as they look to win the ne.,t gencr.il election. The election is set for 2002.
Other St Lucian women who have rn:ide it 10 the top
m the political ru-cna include Hemldine Rock, the first
female minister of govcmmcnt and Lorraine Williams.
the first fcmak Anomcy General. TI1c isL"\Dd also boasts
of having a female Governor General, Drune Pearlene
Calliopa Louisy. She also holds a Ph.D. in education.
On the intcmational scene. Her Excellency, Sonia M.
Johnny i~ tlic island's third Amba\sador lo the United
States and pcnnanent Representative lo the Organization
of American States (OAS). Ambassador Johnny is
presently the only woman in tlll! Anglo and l'r:mcophone Caribbean to hold such a diplon1a1ic post. Frances
Mitchel is now the first female Counselor G,:ncral of St.
Lucia in Cuba.

TRINIDAD AND TOBAGO
The twin-islands of Trinidad and Tobago will go to the
polls on December 11th 2000. The nomination <fay is
November 20th. The two main political parties contesting
the upconw1g general election arc the ruling United
National Congress (lJNC) led by Prime Jl,1inistcr Basdco Panday and the People's Nationa! Movement (PNMJ
led by opposition leader Patrick Manning.

ST VINCENT & THE GRENADINES
The Prime Minister of St. VJ.llC<!nt and the Grenadine.~.
Sir Jruncs Fill. Allan t.1itchell voluntarily stepped down,
passing on the mantle to his Finance Minister, Amhim
Eustace. Amhim is a 54-ycar-old e..:onomist. 1h: 69year-old Allan is the longest serving parliamentariru1 in
the English-speaking Caribbean with a political career
of~ years. "I have !ought the good fight. I h:1ve run
my coun.c."' lw said during a miliW) parade 10 m<llk the
island's 21st independence anniversary on October 27tl1

2000.

appoint someone not only whose jurisprudential philosophy was congenial with his own. but with whom he has a
friendly relationship."
Some sources repon that Dellinger is also under consideration for the position of anomey general. Yan Alstyne
has heard mention of the possibility, but thinks that such
an appointment would be less likely than a position on the
court.
Although Dellinger spends little time teaching al the
University these days, a permanent move to Washington
would not necessarily prevent him from teaching altogeth•
er.
..From the law school's perspective, Dellinger is irre•
placeable,'' Bartlett said .
Nonetheless. his promotion into the national spotlight
will undoubtedly be good press for the school.
..Obviously having a Duke law professor ascend to the
Supreme Coun would be a feather in our cap,.. Bartlett
said. "Dellinger's Duke connections would surely be a
pan of his public identity and the association with Duke
will add to the law school's reputation and standing."

Gore has pr-Jised the justices' outstanding legal knowledge and sound judicial temperament, as weii as their
belief that the Constiru1ion is a living document that
should be interpreted to reflect the nation's growth and
evolution since its signing.
.., would assume 1ha1 Vice President Gore. if elected,
will be looking for someone who suits him in general
political terms and who also has a reputation of being
smart, thoughtful and insightful on legal issues,.. said
Richard Fallon. a professor of consti1U1ional law at Harvard University. ''They will also have to be sufficiently
moderate 10 survive the confirmation battle (if Republi•
cans maintain control of the Senate]."'
Dellinger has more than his modernte politics and Washington experience working in his favor.
"In 1he past few years. he ha~ developed a close relationship with the Gores. the president and the anomey general." said William Yan Alstyne. William and Thomas
Perkins professor of law at Duke.
These amicable connections may help Dcllinger's cause.
Fallon said . .. , think 1he president would be cager to

Israeli liberals have warned that Sharon's inclusion in the
government would stop the peace process.
Barak says that he wants peace, but he wiU no! grant ,
it under Palestinian threat of guns and stones. Arafat says
that he wants ''the massacre which is being perpetrated '
against the Palestinian people to stop." ln a related development. sever.ii thousand Muslims gathered in Lafayette
Square in Wa~hington D.C on October 2811> to protest the
Palestinian deaths in the Middle East. The rally was one
of the largest in the United States since the Middle East
peace process disruptions. The protesters believe that
the United States is condoning the killings in the Middle East by supporting Israel.
President Clinton has invited both Barak and Arafat to
the District for separate meetings, but a date ha\ not been
set. While both sides are ready for the fighting to cease.
the peace process has to be resolved before any progress
is made.

By LA CONORIA Bt:CKWITII
Hilltop Staff Writer
There have lx,>en many measures taken to restore peace
in the Middle East, but despite all that have been done
by hoth sides in the conflict, the fighting has yet to come
to an end. Last month. Israeli Prime Minister Ehud Bru-:ik
and Palestinian Leader Yasscr Amfal participated in
peace talks in Paris. During this 10.hour discussion
which included U.S Secretary Madeline Albright, the
two leaders ordered their military commanders to withdraw their forces in three main areas. These talks were
successful. but the fighting has yet 10 stop. There have
been at least 124 deaths and thousands have been injured
since the escalation of the conflict last month.
Bar.ik has now called a time-out in the peace process
to form a coalition with Likud party leader. Ariel Sharon.
Sharon's September 28th visit to Joseph's tomb in triggered the violence in the Middle East. Palestinians and

~ I f You Would Like to Write for Nation & · World Please Contact The Nation
~
& World Editor Ewa Unoke @ 202.806.6866

IN TUE NAME OF ALLAH 1GOOJ. THE MOST GRACIOUS. THE MOST MERCIFUL

IsZL2??2ZC

~2-2--'"7-?-~?Ze.,.s
November 10th

-

~eek

17 th

"And if all the .trees on the earth were pens and /"he sea (were ink), with seven seas behind it lo add to its (..Y11pply),_yet the Words
(God) JP011/d not be.finished. Ven'fy, Allah (God) is AII-M(~hty, AII-IVise."

efAllah

(The Holy Qur'an, 3 J :27)
FRIDAY.
N■V.10

SATURDAY
NDV.n

SUNDAY
NDV.12

MONDAY
NDV.13

TUESDAY
N■V.14

WEDNESDAY
N■V.15

-Muslin, A nzericans of the Early I9'h Century
• Dr.Sulayman Nyang, African Studies Department;
Sylvaine A. Diouf, author of "African Muslints in Antebellum America" ..... 3 pm - 7 pm, Blackbum Gallery

-Muslin, A niericans of the 20'h Century
-Imam Warith Deen Muhammad; 10 am - 9 pm, B lackbum Gallery

-Town Hall Meeting on Future ofMuslinis in A .nierica ... Blackburn Gallery
-"Coffee House Poetry Cipher" ... 7 pm - 9 pm; Blackburn Gallery
• Poetry, Open Mic, and African Drumming
-•Towards a Better Understanding of Islanz; Why we do the things we do
- Dr.Su layman Nyang, African Studies Department; Imaam Johari · Abdul Malik ... 7 pm - 9 pm. Blackbu rn Gallery

-The Study Abroad; An Islanzic Experience .... Ralph Bunche Center. 3 pm - 5 pm
-Hunian Rights; The Irnprisonnient of H.Rap Brown and the Prince Jones Case .... Browsing Room,
Founders Library, 7 pm - 9 pm

THURSDAY
N■V.18

FRIDAY
N■V.D

-The Palestine/ Israeli Conflict;
Will there ever be "Piece" in the Middle East? ... Browsing Room. Founders Library. 7 pm- 9 pm
-Preparing ourselves for the Month of Raniadharz .... Blackbum Gallery. 7 pm - 9 pm
- Discussions. aucstions. aamcs. etc ...

ALL ARE INVITED !!! ....ALL EVENTS ARE FREE
REFRESHMENTS WILL BE SERVED AT ALL EVENTS ... BEANPIES WILL BE GIVEN TO ALL ATTENDEES' "
FOR MORE INFORMATION: HU_MSA2000@IIOTMAIL.COM, OR CALI. NSENGA@ (202) 483-..55H
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HOWARD UNIVERSITY

HOMECOMING STEERING COMMITTEE

November 10, 2000
Dear Mr. Editor:

As the 2000 Howard University Homecoming Chairman I was offended and appalled at the analysis "Poor Planning
Gives Way to Average Week" and the editorials that appeared in the Friday, November 3, 2000 edition of the Hillop.
The grade of "C" given to the Homeooming Steering Committee wa., unfuir am did not speak to what really occurred
during the 2000 Homecoming festivities. Mr. F.ditor let me take this opportunity to set a few thing., stnugbt. For the
last few years the Hillop and its editorial staff have placed th~lves in the questionable positions of evaluators of
student leadaship on campus, yet you fail to hold yourselves to the same standar~. Ifl as a student leader held you
and your editorial staffto the same unfair standard that you hold the rest of the student leadership, I would raider )00
deficient for your unfounded reports and irresponsible journalism.. The first half ofyour analysis, focused on seaJrity
ooncerns, which are not within the soope of the Homecoming Steering Committee's responsibilities. The analysis goes
further to say that the majority of the Homecoming activities that were produced by the Steering Committee were, in
fact, well OlpUized, and as the Hillop JXlt it, "wirmers." However, you give Homecoming 2000 a grade of "C". You
soorn us for not advertising in, what you consider to be, an adequate amount of time. Mr. E.ditor ifyou and your staff
were responsible reportas ofthe news and attemJXC(i to really find out what planning the Steering CommiUec wu
doing then you would have known that we cannot advertise an event until every aspect of that evem is oonfinned. We
worked bard fiom March 2000 to October 2000(not the few days that you reported) to confirm everything in an
adequate amount oftime despite major unbcsecn obstacles. You can just look on your floor or bulletin board to see
how nice tho1e adverti:,emerrts were. I am sure that you still have plenty. I "dropped" them offto }'001' office
personally. I.et me also address the issue of the Hip-Hop Concert at Oub 2:K.-9. This year's concert wu in danger of
not taking place due to a lid of venue. however, muse of wt year's conoctt incident 1thought that the absmce ofa
ooocert this year was unacceptable. I, aloog with my adviD aod JmD.Oter made the decision that we would
investigate altanative venues. Qub 2:K.9 arose a, a viable option and oonsequently we booked the venue and
confumcd, what wtte then, the available artists. I don't have a JX'()blem ifstudents disagreed with the line-up or
venue, but when the Hillop iminuates that the Steering Committee came up short with regard to the work that we put
into the show, I take issue. We used the resources that we had to produce what we believed were solid even~. Mr.
Editor, contrary to your report, it wa, the Homeaiming Steaing Committee and the work of the Yardfest Coordinator
Mabbleetah Grant that made the appearance of Jay-Z possible. It is unfortunate that even in our time of adtlevement
you , the Hillop auemix to cut us off at the knees. Hillop I charge you with posing as a viable source of information for
the Howard student. when you are really operating as a tabloid, basing many ofyour stories on hearsay and the
unwanted, unneeded opinions ofyour editorial staff. It is one thing to have an editorial page, but when your paper is
saturated with the opinions of a group of editors, who obviously live in a vacuum, you have crossed the line from
objectivity to him. Ifthere is a question a, to whetha- or not the Homeooming Chairman is upset, the answer is
unquestionably, YES! Why? It is irrational to me that Homecoming 2000 could receive the same grade as its
~ Retrospect when many of their shortcoming, and fiwlts were landslide achievements for Homeooming
• 2000. Hillop, what is your criteria for grading Homecoming and the rest of Howard's student leaders? Whatever your
aitcria it is obviously inconsistent Hillop you have thrown stones in a glm house that now is shattering all round
you. I now take the liberty as Chainnan to request, that ifyou refer to the Steering Committee again in your paper, call
us by our new name: THE "A" TEAM. In the spirit ofGcncsis2000 Howard University's Homecoming Steering
frflunittee I leave you with this: "Judge not that ye be not judged. For what judgment ye judge you shall be judged.
And with what memure ye met it shall be measured to you again.
Mattkew 7: 1-2

•

Claiborne, Cbainnan

ArmourJ.Blackbum Center • Suite 1()()
Washington, DC 20059

(202)~5426
Fax(202)806-5427
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Students Watch as Presidential Election Drama Unfolds
From EL£cnON, Al
-ly await fur lhc party change to commence.
One second year student spoke out
against the flak directed toward the
Republican party by Democrats. The
studen~ who is a registered Republican
wished to remain anonymous fur fear of
retaliation by friends. She said she felt
as though a sound government is on the
verge of garnering control.
"People are over-reacting about the
severity of the Republicans talcing over."

elections as "scary." She feels that a
Bush win would hinder the progress of
America's flourishing economy.
"Bush is not looking out for the middle class or for us as black people.
Instead, he is seeking to destroy the
thriving economy that Clinton worl<cd
eight years to build," she said.
Other Deroocr.m; shareD-•vif stand on
a po5Sible Replblican-run go.cmmenl
Derrick Simpson an ad,crtising maior
from California confidently said he
belie\Cd tha! Clinton was the best p,:sidait

she said. "Bush will bring a positive
change and a much needed Ialternative]
perspective to the White House."
Other members of the Howard community arc elated with the presidential
elect leaning toward lhe con.•,ervati>c side.
'11'sb<:ma biza,rera::c," said 01airman
or the Student RepublicansOlarles OJam.
berlayne. '1 am pleased to see the Senate
and the House (and quite possibly the
pn:sidercy) under RCfAJblican control."
Olasity Davis. sophomore marketing
major, a Democrat from lbtas labels the

debated over issues that resurface every
election year and therefore did not clearly define their own political platforms.
"'The difference between the two candidateS was not made evident to the public and that's why you have the gridlock," he said. Haynes based his
selection on which candidate would
keep the country from getting worse. He
selected Gore because he has served for
eight years as a vice president.
Many srudents, unlike Haynes who
elected to vote for the lesser of twO evils,

lhe coontty has ever seen and Gore pla)UI
an intricate role in Clinton's
Howe,er; when asked about his views
on Bush he replied, "[Hes) incompetent
and a racist who puts up a facade, so he
can be elected into a high position."
Some students like English graduate
srudent Paul Haynes remained unmoved
by either candidate. "Weather Bush or
Gore wins, it doesn't really maner,"
Haynes said.
Haynes, who has no party affiliation,
said the main presidential candidates

=·

chose not to ,'Ote at all. One such srudent
was David "D-Walt" \½lton. Thejunior
acting major said, "People think that
when they vote for a cenain party the
candidate they vote for is the perfect
embodiment of what the party stands for
and that's not true." He justified his
refrain from the ,'Ole by saying he did not
agree with what the candidates stood for
and that his ,'Ote would ha,-c made little
diffi:rence in his home state of South
Carolina, a state in which Bush won.

Missing Absentee Ballots Keep Some Students from Voting
From ABSENTEE, Al
ballolS. However, she as.~ures students
that the NAACP mailed and faxed all

states on time. From registering voters,
holding dorm sweeps and telephone
calls, we did all that we could to enswc

applic.Jlions berore the Oct. 31 deadline.
"We worked tirelessly to enswc that
every form was mailed to the respective

GOT MONEY?
Air Force ROTC does!
Earn a degree while training to become an Air Force officer! Upon graduation ,
you have a guaranteed job with great pay and benefits waiting for you!

Who Can Appty: ~ -:-)
College Students

.

Available S$S:
S~hotarships _ ..

_ L ..,,

Undergraduate &-'Graduate
Graduating HS Senio'rs'(:t001)

Other Financial lncenti~
Book Money
Monthly Stipend

Air Fo,ce ROTC Detachment 130 is bas ed a t Howard Uni versity and also
supports students attending the following universities and colleges:
American, Catholic, Georgetown, George Washington, Marymount, Trinity , & UDC

t,'or .\.1ort' Informa tion Conflict
Air Fu rci: ROTC Octachmcnt 130
Lt C uluncl f n mcinc Goode

fgn ndc)i·howa rd.cdu

IJ.!.~!!fll!.f{.E1

(202) 806-6 788

A IR. FC>RCE -1
RC #IC
:31
L E AD E R S HIP EXCE LL G N CE S TAHr ~

that everyone voted." Brown speculat· in Blackburn, which was set up every
ed that srudents may have misunderWednesday for more than a month to fill
out an absentee ballot request form.
stood the absentee process.
When Operation Vote Bison regisNAACP, HUSA, and the Office of Stu·
tered students. they instructed students dent Activities then mailed and faxed
who were registered out of state and applications across the country twice.
Brown said close to 150 studenL~
wanted absentee ballots to fill out registration applications and star them, requested ~bsentee ballots through
Brown said. lbcsc starred applications Operation Vote Bison, and her office did
were not mailed, but used to estimate
not receive many complainlS about Stu·
how many absentee ballot applications • dents not receiving their ballots.
needed to be requested from each state,
$e\,:,-aJ of those who did not get them
Brown said.
v.ffl! from high volume stateS. such as CaJ.
Operation Vote Bison registered 1360 iromia. Flaida. and Michigan. One Sllldent
people to ,'Ote. Seven Hundred of those
woo couldn't \lltebecatse her absentee oo1people were students who wanted to 101 wJS sent too late was &cilia Eugene.
She didn't register with HUSA or the
vote in their home states.
Students were then to come to a table NAACP. she registered online in Sq,tem·
ber. Eugene. a ,;enior classical
civili1.llionmajorfromMiami.
said she filled out an application onJine that asked if she
w.lllted to fill out an absentee
ballot and she checked yes.
They sent her a registration
KJrm. but there was no absentee ballot.
"I didn't find out until twOweeks before the election that
I had to send a written
request for an absentee bal,.
lot," Eugene said. She said
when she called the voting
headquarters in Miami, they
Sold in most Drug Stores or via our web site
told
her she had to send in a
w ww.AirtiorneHealth.com
or call 1-800-590-9794
lener requesting an absentee
',\ rA'.\iASTI(· Pk0Dllt1'1· r S••• s... 1.."um. o •
ballot. She did so and she
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received it the Monday. By the time she
went to the post office to send herballot, it was too late, so she didn't vote.
"I felt like a loser, like I wasn't able to
make a difference. If you ask me, Aorida should vote over."
The problem of undelivered ballots
was not concentrated on Howdfd's campus. Nationwide, people received absentee ballots either late or not at all.
According to CNN's v.-cbsite and California Secretary ofState, Bill Jones, estimated that 30 percent of the California
vote could rest on processed absentee
ballots-this doesn't take into account
the ballots that were not cast.
This is a significant increase o,-er the
recorded 20 percent ror lhc 1996 general
election. which was a significant increase
from past years. This is in addition to an
estimated voter turnout of 76 percent in
Califumia. which ha~ made the counting
ballots that much more difficult.
Unfonunatel)( there is nothing that can
be done about the late and unsent absen·
tee ballots ilrthiselection. Howeva there
is something that Americans can do in
anticipation of the ,lCl(t election--<:all
their states now. They can demand to
know why !heir ballots were not sent in a
timely manner and hold their county
boards of electi'>r.s accountable.
Brown also encow:igcs students to
join in the carnpu:;-wide \Oler effort to
educa1e srudents about the entire \Oting
process and let srudents know how important it is not just to registet but to \'Ote.
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ELECTION 2000
City Results

'Don't Touch
That Dial ... Or
Maybe You
Should'

DC Cun~resslunol Rrpn,scntoti.e
\Ill 11-

Elc~nor llolrues Norton

Rob<-n D i;,mp,;,

3'l
6'•
I 'I,

EdwarJ fknry Woltcrt>e,·~
Sam Manuel

By Joi Ridley
My firsl voting experience was truly unique
As 1 watched the last few seconds of various
news broadcasts Tuesday evening, I took comfon
in believing that Gore had gained Flori.!a, a pivotal slale wuh a number of electoral votes that
would push him 10 the forefronl of the election.
1 turned off my television for the evening with
the notion that everything would be taken care of

DC Council at Larg•

30'k

Carol Sch"anz
Harold Braul
Mauhc,, G Ml!curio
ChnsRay
Daphne M. McBryJc
Arturo G1iffi1h,

COMMENTARY

51%

2~
2~{.

4~
II~

I)(' Council Ward 4

L

1while I slept for the night. I knew that 1 would be
able to enjoy the next day with the assurance that
Jhc newly elected president of the United States
~was former Vice President Gore .
. About 2 a.m. I received a phone call th;it led to
what became a sleepless night. A friend called to
•inform me that Gov. Bush was our newest president. He said that after tuning into three major networks, all had projected Bush to claim Florida,
·therefore giving him the votes lhat he needed to
win. Needless 10 ,ay Ihat my heart began to beat
,fas1er than it ever should. The though! of Bush run,ning the U.S. sent me into a state of shock that 1,
ias of yet. have nut recovered from. All 1could see
,.was my rights as a both a woman and a minorily
being snatched away, not to mention my financial
,aid for school.
I immediately turned to World Wide Web. I was
flooded with (what I now know 10 be) false information and inaccurate figures. Each source had
:;-something different to say, how was I to decide
what was true? I decided to settle things once and
for all by going to the homepage for the New York
Post to make some sense of this all. The first thing
rthat caught my eye was a headline that made me
,cringe: "Bush Wins." It was confirmed: Bush had
: won and I was heanbroken. I decided that I could
: better deal with this after a full night of sleep so
: I went to bed, for the second time.
' I woke up with a with a clock radio blaring something about "dead heat." I rushed to the TV. logged
on once again and even let the radio stay on.
Someone was going to tell me what was going on.
They all had the same message: "We falsely pmjectcd the results of last night's elections. Sorry."
And with that on to weather and traffic.
This whole situation made me come to a number of conclusions. First. the American public
places entirely too much trust into various media
sources. We look to them to make some sense of
things that remain unclear or even unknown to us.
Too often they do not live up to this responsibility. They repon inaccuracies that can send a country into frenzy. When they realize the have made
a mistake. they do rectify it. but only after the damage has already been done.
The media does not realize the power that they
have in influencing the opinions, decisions, and
. thoughts of the public. They can have us hanging
on their every word looking for answers that may
very well be wrong.
, After this mishap, I can honestly say that I have
· lost a sense of respect for the media. This may not
· be a good thing, especially since I plan to be a pro'. fessional journalist. I can not believe how lax the
media can be with the trust placed in them.
I have now realized that mistakes like this only
make me strive even more to enter the world of
• media professionals. Even if it is only to make sure
, that news is presented accurately as not tu keep
: anyone else up worried, unnecessarily. through all
: hours of the night.
1 Joi Ridley is a freshman prilll joumalism major.
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And the Winners (For the City) Are?
By J<>NATIIAN C. SIMS
Hilltop Staff Writer
Polling places were filled as District residents rushed to cast their votes this past
Tuesday. Many offices changed hands while
the District's election had as many surprises as the presidential election.
In the run for the District's House seat,
Democrat Eleanor Holmes Nonon won in a
landslide against her Republican opponent
Edward Henry Wolterbeckm. taking 90% of
the majority.
Some surprises happened on Tuesday as the
polls closed. Incumbent School Board President, Rev. Robcn G. Childs lost to newcomer Peggy Cooper Fravitz, whom was
acccredited with the founding of the Duke

Ellington School of the Performing Arts.
She also was endorsed by Mayor Anthony
Will iarns. The new school board members
include Julie Mikula, Dwight E. Singleton.
Tommy Wells. and William Lockridge. They
will be joined by four other board members
who will be appointed by the Mayor.
Williams said, "People have seen the quality of her candidacy and her leade~hip ability." This was the first year that Distric1 residents were able to vote for the position.
before this year, the office was appointed.
For the DC Council at large. Harold Brazil
held a 51 % majority of votes allowing him
to stay on the Council. While opponent
Carol Schwart1 carried a strong 30% of 1hc
vote. This was one of the more publiciLed
races around the city.

74%
2'<
9<:.-

loho Shuniake

Howard Law alumnus and Democrat candid,11e. Adrian Fenty of Ward 4 won the
votes of 89% of his constitutes. Hts opponent Renee Bowser who was fighting for the
DC ,tatehuoJ party recivcd I0%. Other
members added to the council arc DernocrJts
Jack Evans. Kevin P. Chavous. and unop•
poseu Sandra Allen for Ward 8.
In the race of the shadow seats, Democrat
Florence Pendelton dominated against
Republican Janet Helms who withdrew earlier in the rJce for Senate. Democrat Ray
Browne took the race for US Shadow Representative against DC Statehood candidate
Manin Thomas. Republican John Shumake
came in at dbtant third.
The polls reportedly brought out 5-1.7% of
District's registered voters.

l'n:sidcnt nf th• DC
llnord u! Education
37%
SJ"k

Rul>en G CbilJ<
Pl'IQ:Y Cooper Cafritz
La\\ erenee A. t Larry) Gr.y

9'.t

DC Board or Educallon District #I

11%

Thoma" E. Snuth
Lind., E Solth
Glenn l. J\lekh<r

-6~
3%
12'l

Ann C. Wilcox

Hot'\'ey C. Jone<
Julie Mikula
LcnwooJ "LcM)' •· Johnson
!\.131colm Lo,cll
/(I<)

By N1cou: Cot.E~IAN
Hilllop Staff Writer
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Scenario: You and your pals are in your
dorm room, sining on edge while you anxiously wait for the results of the WOO presidential race. By 12:30, the pizza box is
empty and sti ll no results. After watching
an extremely close race for the Oval Office,
the media have just informed you of Gore's
concession to Bush. After several phone
calls to family and friends notifying them
of the news, you fall asleep. As you wake
up for your nine-o clock class, you tum on
the TV only to hear that there is no president elect .
Much of the confusion concerning both
campaigns Tuesday night was sparked by
erroneous projections by the TV networks.
The networks announced that exit polling
data projected Al Gore would win Florida
and all 25 of its important electoral votes,
but when actual retums sianed coming in,
the networks retracted their projection.
Around 2 a.m. EST, the networks declared

want thts whole thing to tx- over with", ,aid rare·
Florida for Bush. and Bush as the newl>
Besides sc,mdals with the hallut,. so me
elected president.
Senior Brian Augshurger.
TI1e topic of dl\cussion in almost every
,1u<lcnts also feel lh\11 ccrwin network~
"I am disappointed with the process of
took a slamcd view 1owanh 1he outcome
ballot counting and the media's response class Wednesday wa, directed 11,wartl, the
of the election.
to that prncess. I don't feel that they should ,uspected ballot sc:ondah in Florida.
" CNN dtd not do a good jub on objec•
make a final announcement without hav•
Sophomore hiology nl.lJVr Dalila Simp•
ing a definite final count". said Sophomore son say·, "I think this is a cun,piracy. I live commentary for both panics. The)
were blatantly in fovor of Bu,h". saic
Genia Wright.
tlunk the republican, in Florida had some•
Around 3 a.m. EST. the networks retract- thing lo do wilh lhc \'oles nol being acn1· ,ophomorc Lawrence Garrett.
ed the Bush
projection .
just as they did
the Gore projection.
" I was anx•
From INTERN. A I
reached her status," Fomer said. " I American leaders. and at the
ious 10 sec the
s;imc timt:. a~si..,, our c.:urrcn
is worth all the pains and strug• have a Int rcspecl1';,~her,"
results of the
gles."
Adam, and Fomer are part of a le.ukrship."
race, so when I
Both interns said they deal with program s pon,ored by the Con•
The CBCF internship prugran
woke up 1he
the occasional grunt work. but each gressional
operntcs during 1he foll and ,prm1
next morning
enjoy~ tasks such a, arn~wering m"il
Black Caucus Foundation which scmc~lt·rs. There i, abo an inten
to find that
from District residen1'.
is intended to get young African- sive ~unuuc:r program that require:
there
still
The interns said they also admire Americans more involvtt.l in the interns to participate in mandatof)

Students are Queens of the Hill

weren't any

results. I was
upset. I just

marched and protested on the steps of 1he Justice Depanment, demanding answers following Fairfax Prosecutor
Bob Hor.an ·s decision not tu prosecute Carlton Jones, the
officer shot Prince Jones.
In response to that, the Department of Justice
announced that a civil right, investigation will be conducted to determine whether the Prince George's County police force has a panem of systematic rncial proliling and excessive force in place.

their congressional rcprescntattves.
Adams said site enjoys working
with Johnson hecau,e the congresswoman is very uc1ivc for issue,
such as education and healthcare.
"It's nice to see an influential black
wom~m in politics." she said.

Fomer is also fond of her powerful boss. "I admire her as an
African-Americ;:m wom~m who hus
...

~

political process.
According to Edwin Makhubela.
ec.Juc:11inn progrnm assis1:m1 tn the
CBC!'. four Howard students are
interns this semester fur both Scn:llc ;md House members.
"For them (the students) tu work
on Capitol Hill. ii compliment, uur
mission.'' Makhubela said. "Our
miss!c,n is to gn.>,,m our African.

'

cultur.11 and educational activities
During the fall, the cultural an<
c<lucatinnal activities arc offered
but intern, arc not m1u irc'1 to alien<
because or possihle conllich witl
schoolwork. l\lakhubcla ,aid stu
dents from American Universil!
and George Mason University als<
participate in the program .
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Students Fault Media Error and Conspiracy in Election

Questions Remain After Lee Visit

From LEE. Al
Student reaction to the meeting was lukewarm at best.
''The media reported that Howard students were pleased
l with Lee's visit. but that wasn ·1 the case," Simmons said.
, "Students were disappointed, nvt pleased. It was quite
obvious that his visit was an effort to appease and not
inform," Simmons said.
I The meeting came a week after more than 150 students
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CHRISTINA ACKAH, Business f.lanager KALllAH BARNES, Advertising Manager

Foul Play in Florida
here is something fishy about this whole
election. At one point, in Florida Vice
President Al Gore was winning, then
political pundits took the 25 electoral votes
from Gore and placed the state back in the undecided column. Shortly after 3 a.m., news organizations were calling the race over and proclaiming George W. Bush the next president of
the United States.
About one hour later, Florida was back in the
undecided box. That is why this is fishy. How
was there !:lad data collected? Does this have
anything to do with the fact that Jeb Bush.
George Bush's brother is the governor of Florida?
One thing is sure: the voters in Florida will be
the determining factor in deciding who will be

T

the next president.
If George W. Bush does prevail, say good-bye
to affirmative action and a woman's right to
choose. If this man, a man who is against hate
crime legislation and who doesn't know enough
about foreign policy to save his own life, is elected president, then may God help the American
people
Al Gore is no saint. He may have character
issues that people have to pay attention to and
he may seem uneasy at times, but he is clearly
the smarter man. He is also clearly the better
man to lead a diverse country. He is up on the
issues and no one should ignore that. We are not
saying he is the best leader for our country, we
are just saying as far as this race goes, Gore is
the better choice of the two.

Foul Play on Power Hall
Re: the crucifixion and vandalism of the Hilltop by the misguided misfits who made Homecoming scatalogical.
Snatching up Hilltop issues and stamping "~s"
on them, tacking up signs of the Hilltop with a
substandard grade: "F-," a flier-flinging fop
harassing Hilltop staff- all of this diligent
zealotry and manic motivation that, well. could
have been tapped to plan an at least average
Homecoming.
Shortly after the Hilltop Editorial Board gave
this year's Homecoming a grade of "C," Homecoming Steering Committee Chair Steven Claiborne tacked numerous defaced Hilltops and
signs berating the Hilltop staff on the walls and
bulletin boards of "Power hall."
His actions were not only childish, but more
evidence of the overall unprofessionalism and
poor judgement practiced by this year's Homecoming staff.
Though unknown to him at the time, Claiborne's actions present a classic Howard "teaching moment."

The Hilltop Editorial Board serves as an independent watchdog of the University, on behalf
of the student body. There will be disagreements
from time to time between the Board and student and University leaders. This is to be
expected and only serves to further the vigorous discourse of issues on our campus.
However, it is important that such discourse be
conducted above board and in a respectable
manner. Any and everyone is encouraged to submit their divergent opinions or responses to the
Board via letters to the editors or Perspectives.
Mind you, we will not censor ourselves, kowtow to kakistocracy, or be bullied by disagreeable student leaders. We promise to continue to
hold every student leader to the same high standards by which we judge ourselves.
So, instead of vowing vengeance on the venerated establishment of the Hilltop. instead of
the petty pretension, instead of the lies. why not
write a letter to the editor and legitimately voice
your concerns.

Laurels For Nader
On Election Day, a small percentage of the US tion of society and not a means for corporations
population voted for a loser. Some say that vot- to make big bucks. Nader also said that he
ing for a third party candidate was a waste, that doesn't believe that people should be sent to
is not true.
prison for drug abuse, stating that if we don't
May be the independent vote took away from send alcoholics to jail and we don't send nicothe vote for Gore. But, we can't be sure of that. tine addicts to jail. then why should we send
Many of the people who voted for the Green other drug users to jail. We strongly agree with
Party may not have voted if not for Green Party Nader on that point. He instead suggested that
presidential nominee, Ralph Nader.
drug users and addicts should be rehabilitated
A 5 percent vote for Nader equaled a federal- just like achoholics arc sent to AA.
ly funded Green Party. For DC, that meant a fedNader promoted the idea of establishing comerally funded DC Statehood Green Party. But munity owned credit unions in poor communiNader fell short of that goal.
ties. He spoke about the media; stating that a
We applaud Nader and his candidacy and sup- democracy would have its own media and would
port his stance on many issues. He's pro-choice, not be dependent on commercial media. The
against the death penalty, for DC statehood, for people instead would own the public media and
universal health care, against corporate wel- this would take place in any self-respecting
fare, and against imprisonment of drug users. democracy.
Any African American could agree with his
Speaking about poverty, Nader elaborated on
standpoints.
the disparity between the rich and poor in AmerAt a Super Rally held in the District Sunday, ica, saying that the top I percent of Americans
Nader spoke heavily about corporate welfare and have more income than the bottom 95 percent
his stance against it. He believes in the reign of and that one out of three workers in America
the people over the country, not giant companies don't even earn a living wage.
running the country. The Green Party believes
Though he didn't win, his efforts should be
that all corporate owned prisons should be abol- applauded.
ished because prisons should be for the protec-

Words Not Enough
Thanks for being so "gracious" enough to take
some of your time to come on campus to talk to
students in the School of Business auditorium
Friday Bill Lann Lee, but you really didn't help
that much. Your visit was at best a cosmetic gesture since you didn't address any issues we care
about.
For instance, when you were asked about how
fast we would get a swift resolution to this case,
you just said you had no interests in delaying the
case, but you gave no time frame. Instead, you
gave us answers like "We' II do all that we can
under the law."
You took up for the officer who shot Prince

Jones, saying that officers cannot stop chasing
someone while in a hot pursuit no matter what
country or district they are in, but were they really in a chase? Did the officer motion for Prince
Jones to pull over? No.
You are the Assistant Attorney General of the
United States, you are expected to know a little
more than officials in Prince George's and Fairfax Counties do. We see that the more than 150
students who marched down to the Justice
Department caught the attention of you and
your superiors, and that is a good thing. But
maybe the next time, we' II double our numbers
so that your next visit will make a little sense.

h

"Our Man Steven Claiborne"

Letter to the Editor

On the Issue of Absentee Ballots
Fu-st and foremost, I would like to extend my apologizes to
those student~ who did not receive their absentee ballOIS on time
and therefore were unable to \'Ole in this vital election.
As we have seen. it is ll\le that all votes m;iner. However. I
would like to dear up some confusion and redirect the bfan,e
that many people have placed on the Howard Univer.,ity
NAACP Chapter.
The entire ,'Oling process. from registration 10 absentee baf.
lotS. was a very arduous and expensive task that we decided to
undertake. In addition, there was no mandate that forced us to
take up this task. We simply wanted 10 make the , 'Oling process
as =y for the srudents as possible.
With the help of organizations such as HUSA. Alpha Phi
Alpha Frnte.rnity. Inc., and Omega P,i Phi Frntemity, Inc .. we
were able to register I360 students. Although there were SIU·
dents who registered to \'Ole in the District ofColumbia. numerous students opced to ,'Ote by absentee ballot. For weeks. we
informed >1udents that if they wanted to vote by absentee bal•
lot. they had to fill 001 an absentee ballot request lorm.
Ourchapcer·s Pres, and Publicity Chairo'l!amzed the ab,entee ballot effi>rt and h:i<l to coot.1c1every state to request f<,rms
in bulk. Unfortunately, most Slate, would 1101allow these form,
to be given out in bulk numbers. With the 11 swte request form,
we did have. we plac-ed fliers around campus. informing the ,tu•
dents on what , 1.1te request torn» we had. In addition, we pro•
vided a web site :llldress fur those ,tudem, whose state request
forms we did not ha.-c.
The last day to return the request forms for most states was O.t.
31. but because we cbd noc want 10 , ilence an)ooe·s ,\lice in the

...
,,

political process. we allowed ab.sentee ballot request forms to be
re!Urned up until that da)' The Press and Publicity Oiairand myself
had 10 call each state to obtain the fax numbers for C\'Cr)' county
that we had a rttJue,t form from. There were well over I00 fonns
that we had and lhank,s to the help of Ms. Freelll3ll in the Office
ofSrudent Activities, whotirelesslyfa,ed allofthefurms torus,
all absentee ballot rogue.st form.~ were rumed in.
Of cour.,e our task was not complete. We then had to mail all
of the original request forms that were faxed. In addition. during the entire registration process. HUSA and NAACP spent•
large an,ount of money for postage. We did everything that we:
could to ensure that the students at Howard University had their
,'Oices heard.Even with the volunteers that we did have. this job
was truly o,-erwhelming. especially considering that none of us
have ever worked on an election of this magnillldc. At some
point. we all musl take responsibility for ourselves.
I am extremely disappointed at those stales that did not return
the absentee ballots on time. I do not think they realize how
many people they left out of the process. Again. I apologize br
those v.ho could not vote, but I ~e everyone not to give up
hope, on the democr.itic process. \¼, must continue to educate
ourselves on the political process. Without our \Oice this country " iII not reach the potent.ial our ancestors \\'Orked so hard to
ach11.,°'c::.
Stefanie Brown
Howanl U11iver.;i1y NAACP President
Sophomore. Bu, incss Management Major
Cle, clan<I. Ohio
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All

omen, Power, and
'Chauvinism'
Jamaal Washington
J don't know if it is the legacy of sexist oppression or what, but whatever the case may be, it

seems that a significant portion of women cannot handle power. I take that back; I know many
women who can handle real power very well, from last year's Hilltop editor to the president
of the School of Communications to the ASSC Executive Treasurer. It is the women who have
phantom power - that which seems to exist, but is really only the figment of their own and a
whimsical supervisor's imagination - who seem unable to handle lt and go off the deep en,d
when they try to flex their muscle. They are also known as the ones who want to take a mans
job because they feel he isn't doing it correctly.
.
Don't get me wrong - these power hungry women do a lot of good work. In fact, they, within their limited positions, do much good work, and often lay the groundwork for those above
them to get things done correctly. However, because they do so much work, they are the first
ones to pounce on a man in a position of power over them when they feel that h,~ 1s shpp_1n~;
And don't let him try to put her back in her place when she tries to step up and check him.
Oh no! Then he is being, pardon the vulgarity, an "ungrateful nigger" because, heck, she was
doing all the work in the first place!
.
.
Never mind that, um, he didn't ask her to do all that, or that no one did, or that half the things
she is doing aren't in her job description. He's wrong and he is being vindic_tive in her eyes.
Actually, what is happening is that a feminine stereotype of an evil boss 1s being proJected o_n
him. While he is merely trying to preserve the chain of command, nothing personal, he 1s
seen as doing something purely on a personal level.
.
Of course these jobs are held at the whim of the man in charge. N_ever mind_ that he probably isn't ultimately in charge himself; the fact is, to the woman, he_ 1s 1n a pos1t1on of power.
And that means that the woman must look for an opening to rip him out of that pos1t1on. I
suppose that is the legacy of the feminist movement - women take power wherever they can
get it, no matter who they have to (try to) destroy to get 1t. It is_ actually funny. While some
women actually go about accomplishing things and gaining mearungful pos1t1ons that are actually designed to wield large power, others take whatever pos1t1on they can find and try to tur_n
that into the presidency of the university. Men, on the other hand, know how to keep therr
place in a hierarchy. An appointment is, basically, a favor saying that one thinks you can do
tJ.ie job and that the person in charge would like to see you do 1t well. Just that Job, though;
ljpt a bit more. At least, not without consultation ..
,So where does all this leave us? Nowhere. As I said before, perhaps women constantly grab
(gr power in whatever positions they have because, traditionally, they have not had much power.
5.ut instead of trying to steal it from the men above them, perhaps they should earn 11 Just hke
\hose guys did. That would leave them without a lot of unnecessary ternunatJons, h_urt feelings, chin checks, and pointless arguments. Plus, who knows - _if they came by their power
oonestly instead of trying to grab at it wherever 11 seemed to lurk 1n the shadows, perhaps they
might gain much more real power and much more respect from the men whose power they
resent so much. That would be the end of the chauvinism/sexism that these women rail so
hard against in their whimsically existing positions.
TI

Jamaal Washington is a junior political science major from New lark, NY. He can be reached
iii 1_Washington_1979@hotmail.com.
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How
the
KFC
Recipe
Saved
Me
From Apathy
,.
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Kiros A.B. Auld
One could cite a historical correlation between the rise of student apathy and the establishment of coeducational dorms, but my experience leads me to believe that ignorance is the primary deterrent to student activism. Ask any Howard student why they were not at HUSA:s
Prince Jones rally and the frrst thing you will hear is "I didn't know about it."
, Sadly, I concur.
' It was not until I emerged from KFC that I came to know of the HUSA march, and only
because they reached that neck of Georgia Avenue. With fried chicken in hand, I had the honor
of joining HUSA on the final drumstick of the march, which is an anomaly in this age of student apathy. Still, on more than one occasion, I could have kept walking with my chicken.
:Every single demonstration I have attended at Howard has been the result of happenstance,
:Oat advertisement.
'. When people think back to Howard University in the 1960s, they often remember it as a hub
iof Civil Rights movement. In general, students like to think that back in the day, they would
be marching against injustice with Larry Neal-"the people's poet," Dave Clark, and Kwame
,Toure (Stokely Charmichael during his student years). However, it is more likely that this roman:1icism would resemble contemporary reality, wherein revolutionary sentiment often fizzles into
;nothing as a result of... whatever. Student apathy has always been with us. Even during the
!Civil Rights era, there was a large portion of the Howard student body that did not Join 1n the
~rotests. However, a_ key factor that distinguishes Civil Rights era protest from rallie~ today
rs the level of organ1zat1on. It used to be the case that Howard students were galvanized by
lgroups of high organized individuals. What about now? .
. .
As Howard students in general are ignorant of the happenings of student organ1zat1ons, the
udent organizations at Howard are ignorant of what 1s going on amongst themselves. What
e have here is ignorance born of a lack of communication, not intelligence or competency.
:Exceptions to this trend among organizations are possible through the Pan-Hellenic councils
land the sharing of information as a result of students being active in multiple organizations.
~fall student organizations participated in a dialogue, an exchange of information, shared objectives could be more easily met and a large portion of the student body could be informed.
Let us now move beyond this foreplay. Within the next few weeks, a room will be secured
in which this dialogue may take place. HUSA attempted this during the summer, and it's time
to try again. Calls will be made to all student organizations that left contact numbers with the
ffice of Student Activities. More than any event in recent memory, the murder of Prince Jones
~as exposed the weaknesses of student organizations at Howard. This cause is not yet lost.
lfhere is still a chance to get organized so that we can adequately addre&s this matter and othrrs that arise in the future.

tiros A.B. Auld is a junior history ma1or and encourages you to respond at
jOldPowham@aol.com
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Underweight Fetuses,
Pakistani-Porn and Atheists
Michael Winfield
San ranc1sco is otorious for i s Gorn rrah-like liberal sm, but its
new! proposed legislation on tobacco sales verges on Jacobiuism.
:lorn Ammiano, the Board of Supervisors President in City Hall plans
to ban new stores whose primary product would be tobacco or tobacco regulia. Existing smoke-shops would have to alter the aim of theit
business within two years-limiting tobacco to merely 25% of the
store's floor space orno more than 75% of the store's sales---0r have
the city shut them down. If you are unfamiliar with the totalitarian
lyranny of Mayor Giuliani in New York, his jackbooted jihad to raze
the city of porn shops run by men who speak Urdu limited through
.legislation the content of their product. Under Oiuliani's gambit, tbe
stores either had to shuffle to the outskirts of the city (thereby creating pornographi<: shantytown) or reduce their porn on tent lo less
than a predeterrmned percent. What Giubam overlooked in his autocratic assault on porn, and what Tom Ammiano is missing in his mis,
sion to do in cigars and snuff. is that these are businesses. While I
am no Adam Smith conservative, and favor the regulation of big businesses to prevent the tytanny of privatization and the primacy of
immortal corporations without souls, these businesses are small. How
much snuff can a corner smoke-shop sell?
The problem I have is not with the regulation of the sale of cigarettes. The things are t>nt The people who use them hate themselves
hecanse it clearly reads on the side of the package: THIS WJLL KILL
YOU, YOUR UNBORN CIDLD, AND BY 'IliE WAY, IT WILL
t<ll J, YOU SLOWLY AND PAINFULLY. The problem I have is with
!h pt!IICiple l)f the tiling. By what standard is the local government
operating this ordinance? What is the basis of the distinction? Why
can the city decide to tegUlate viable businesses, businesses that can•
!}DI operate without the active cousurner support and patronage of
the surrounding corn:rnuruty, <:Oll'.IIIltJnities that should control the
!lirection
of the
city's
legislation?
While
we may liw
iu a .republic
' . .•. . . • • . . .. .•
• . ··. " . . .
•. .
.•. • . i
•.
..
•. . ··. .. .. . •. . . . . .. .. . . .
.. . .
pn the national scale, local politits, if anything, thould be democi:atl.c. If the city is in the bllsiness of serving the need$ of the people.,.why is it xandomly zeroing in on one particular form. of busi11ess and .limiting its ability to function in the economy? If no one
wants to buy porn,fme. lf no one wants to bny clgare1t1:s, fine. ~ut
since New Yorkers avidly purchase porn and San Franciscans avid-

ly smoke cloves, why is the local government abnsmg its polwe powers, n loan from the state government via its city charter and wieclc4
ing shop, smoke-shops in particular? If the city can attack v i ~
women squishing men's genitals with high-heels, what will
next? If the city can quash the ability of shop~pers to sell smiff,
what will come next? Could not. feasibly; a gang of atheists get intq
City Hall and limit the sale of Bibles? Or at least have shopkeeper.I
move their Bibles to the back of the shop, so that passerby pedestrij
ans on the publicly-owned, state-owned street don't see an adver
1
tisernent for any particular religion as they hoof it on by?
Of course, distinctions made on race, gender, age, and so o_n is~
bibited. Cities can no longer choose to ~p Blacks.from their~
keep w men from their counters, etc. But choices aboutlirestyle are
1nh rent to econonuc behavior: in a capitalist society, I'm sorry t'ij
say, but you are what you consume. As consumers. when someo
limits your ability to buy what coincides with your desire to s
they are limiting yonr desire to express yourself. Smoking, as &i
and dumb as it is, says something about how yon feel about the woi
how you see yourself in relation to it, and tons of other j
that would ~e ~Kaµiined here were this a self·help session for tlmty
year old suburban housewives. It ain't. If your personality is IO be
corpulent, greasy, self-stroking worm. .. who is City Hall !o say
can't get your beat off on to a video of a rnmtaUy•impo •
woman who thinks ofberself as empowered and indq;ondent for
kicking a Cuban immigrant who was told the bro.ken-down pmn~

!~:~:e~i:~::~1~~=~~~~~=:i~
in ~ consumerist culturl;> especial~ for Black peopl~ who are ~
toncally so poor that to Jnst look like we ha\>e money is enough. W1j
are the sum of our possessions. {6,:;rew souls.} What happens whe
someone sensible gets iuto City Hall and prohibits weaves? Whatwil
we do then?

Michae.l Winfield, ajunior p(J/ftical science majo~ is the Edit,
als Editor.

MumboNo.5
Olu Burrell
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2000 Niggers
Michael Winfield

1 We

passed the brow~ paper bag, com~aring its coloration to our_ respective complexions. I
passed ("Oh, I guess I m light skinned, I murmured), the lone H1span1c passed like cream
1lndrug dealer's hands, the room's occupant failed by a weak cup of coffee. I was told:
\'Don't stay in the sun. No more sun for you!" We then each went through a comedic diaoiue: "No, no, I'm white. The skin? Oh, years of tanning. The lips and nose? Collagen
llillants. Have to keep up with Hollywood." Then came: "How do you explain the hair?"
'
le response: "Black parents. But I'm white, really." The comedic conversation began when
•Hispanic entered proffering "free government cheese and watermelon for everybody'"
•then cakewalked and did 'coon shufflin'. It was a time of tragic irony, because the televijici set had said Bush had conquered Florida, and Jesse Jackson had fell victim to aphasia,
bl~ked on his rhetoric and cried on national television. As soon as we heard the news,
~hther it was accurate or not, we suddenly realized that it was the year 2000, and we were
lniennial niggers.
Michael Winfield, a junior political science major, is the Editorials Editor.

I
I

Yeah, that's right. I am from DC. Now what? Its funny how a
lot of people talk about DC and our style, our music, and our
speech. I must admit that I say "brova" and "young", but so what?
Its amazing how we get talked about and laughed at for being different, but then again, you love you some mumbo sauce on our
wings and fries. -That's DC, baby. You love going to Republic
Gardens, DC Live, the Ritz, the Cage, and 2:K:9. That's also DC.
Oh, and can't leave out my partners in rhyme; you know you love
Bar Nun on Monday's, Mango's on Tuesdays, Bohemian Cafe' on
Wednesdays, and the Kaffa House on Thursdays for the open mic
sessions. Guess what? They are all on U street, where? You
guessed it? DC. Now on to my Go-Go. That's right• I love it. I
love my JY (Junkyard), my Back (Backyard), my RE (Rare
Essence), Proper Utensils, my Northeast Groovers (NE, what?!
what?!) and my Huck-a-Bucks. If you're turning up your face
right now, you might want to join the group of people who have
already done the same, the H.A.T.E.R.S. (Hermetic Association of
Temperamental, Envious, and Radical Simpletons). You are sure
not to be alone. I am not blasting anyone, I am just trying to let
the masses know that respect works both ways. People tell me all
the time, "Olu, I didn't know you were from the uuumea. Man,

you don't dress like you from here, are you sure?" The answer is
yes. I am proud of where I am from just like all my peoples from
all coasts and countries who are proud of their cities. At home
games when they play go-go, a throng of boos echo from the
crowd (shout out to Section 2, Greene Stadium, and my Section 8
peoples in Burr), but when the band starts kicking beats people
start grooving. Reality Check: believe it or not, that's go-go
you're listening to. You love our steroid-enchanced wings, you
love Ben's Chili Bowl, you love Florida Ave. Grill, and 80% of the
guys love DC girls (especially when they are rockin' parasuco's).
Some people actually like a few go-go songs. "Scenario" seems
to be one of the most popular. And everybody bumps track #8 on
Jill Scott's album. You know that that's a huge shout out to DC, in
case you didn't know, "It's Love." Oh, and before I go, can't forget
to represent for my peeps in the Metro area outside of DC. Oh,
and if anyone has the Northeast Groovers 8/23/93 at the Metro
Club w/ Tony Blunt, holla @ me. andimout ....

0/u Burrell is a junior English major and a poet.

Opinions appearing on the Perspectives page are those of the writers and do not reflect the views of the Editorial Board.
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STUDENT TICKETS WILL BE DISTRIBUTED
FRI., NOV. 10 FROM 11 AM TO 7 PM... WHILE THEY LAST
Reminder: No Free Student Tickets are distributed on the day of the game•
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NARK YOUR CALENDARS!!!
NEXT WEEK AT HOME:

UMBC on Fri.,

vs.
u. of MD. on Sat.,

Nov. 17 @ 6:30 PM
@BURRPOOL

Nov. 18 0 7:00PM
@THEBURR

HU SHARKS vs.

1

Division of Student Affairs
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THE NEW AUTHORITY ON HOWARD SPORTS
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.Check·t··out,www.bisonmania:com
·o N ROI ., :
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for tile:

Junior guard Nicole Jackson recorded
six assists as the Lady Bison edged Ml
Express in an exhibition game
Story on 82

latest1 n ·Howard University athleti~~
'tY'
alumni updates, and urrent events
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BISON ROUNDUP
A LOOK AT n,E TOP SPORTS NEWS&EVENl'SAT HONARD/\NOTIE l'ICRD

MEAC FOOTBALL SCORES
1astwedl'sce,uU$ S3turdaYti9Y 41h 2000

SC SUl!t 38 Howard Unix 20(i119@09MMP SCI
Bt!bm,e-.Cookrnao 34 HamolP!) lJn,,.. 31 Cat Hamotoo YA>
~
U'; S!atft i6 NC AU State 4S (al Perm PE)
f)Qnd1 A&M 5Q Soyt'tjMJ lby«yty 49 '81 8al90 Rouge I A\

Norfolk SJooe 19 Moman S1a1, l4 ta, Nod91k Yk9Nl

SATURDAY'S GAMES
Sc1>ecfa1Btpr WMk gt Noytn:!lfr ll
BWNot:f.ockman al HAWUd Unix
Dt lawar, Sta·, al Nodo:t St.aro
NC A&I Stale at HamRJPDlJON I 12Noon( MEAC·IY
Mowmswea1sc Sta'a

Conference Points
WL T ForOpp Pct

Flooda A&M
Betl'w.Jne-Cookman

6 1 0317 123 .8S7
5 1 0 202 107 .833
4202221~667
4 2 0 170 98 .667

Hamplon Univ

NC A&l Stale
Delaware S1ate
Howard Univ
Norfolk State

s.c s....

Morgan Sta:e

3 3 0 192233 .500
3 3 0 110 146 500
2 5 0 82 178 .286

1 5 0 151 247 167
0 6 0 86205 .000

Bison out of the Hunt

Over.Ill POIM$

W LT Fo,Opp Pa
8 2 0 408 190 .800
8 1 0 267 137 .889
6 3 0 321 266 .667
6 3 0 226132 .667
5 4 0 285 313 .556
3 6 0 1532~6 .331
3 6 0 113 244 .333
2 7 0 237 357 .222
1 8 0 122 315 .111

SPORTS BRIEFS
CARRUTH THOUGHT OF HAVING
ADAMS ATTACKED
Former Carolina Panthers wide receiver Rae Carruth told a
tami y friend he didn't kill his pregnant girlfriend. but thought
about having her attacked early in her pregnancy, The Charlotte Observer reported Sunday.
The friend, Wendy Lovette Cole, drove the car in which the
former NFL player left Charlotte after learning Cherica Adams
died on Dec. 14 of gunshot wounds from a month earlier.
Carruth's capital murder trial enters its third week of jury selecuon on Monday. He could face the death penally if convicted.

MICKELSON OUTPLAYS WOODS
For the first time since his rookie season on the PGA Tour,
TigerWoods lost a tournament after taking a lead into the final
1ound. Phil Mickelson won the Tour Championship on Sunday.
-::atching Woods on the first hole and never relinquishing his
lead.

DEL GRECO BOOTS STEELERS
Al Del Greco kicked his third field goal, a 29-yarder, with four
seconds left as the Tennessee Titans rallied for a 9-7 victory
over the Pittsburgh Steelers on Sunday, stretching their winning streak to eight straight. Tennessee now has a 2-game lead
in the AFC Central and has beaten Pittsburgh seven straight
times in the series.

BOWL HOPES
Miami (7-1) may be ranked No. 2 in the media and coaches
polls, but Florida State is second in the ratings that count most
- the BCS standings.
The Seminoles (9-1 ). despite a 27-24 loss to the Hurricanes
last month, were in second place behind Oklahom;l in the Bowl
Championship Series released Monday, a scant .39 points
ahead of Miami.
The teams that finish 1-2 in the final BCS standings released
Dec. 3 will play in a national titte game in the Orange Bowl on
Jan. 3.

2 MINUTE DRlll
Words from A Sports Woman

The Bison suffer
consecutive
losing seasons
for the first time
in 15 years.

By CAMIU.E HARYEY
AssiStant Sports~,. Editor

By BRANl)()N M. BICKER,,.AFF
Sportsl!l?ek Editor

oulh Carolina State (2-7,.
1-5) snapped a six-game
losing streak to defeat the
Howard Bison 38-20 in front of
7,727 at Bulldog Stadium in
Orangeburg, SC.
The Bison (3-6, 3-3) watched
their chane1:s for a winning sea·
son slip through their fingers.
making it the first lime in Coach t'"'IP,-,-•" :~

S

MEAC STANDINGS
Team

•

•~
•

l..:..-~--------~====::.-=~~~:....::c...ce!::.J

Steve Wilson's 12-yearcareerhis
team has had consecutive losing
Photo by Mark Coleman
sea\ons and the te:un's first since
South Carolina Sr.ire running back Chad Eaddy rushed for 122 ylll'lli as th<! Bulkl~
1984 and 1985.
Wi1h the Bulldogs up 28-20 defeated the Bi;on 38-20 at Bulldog Stadium in Orangeburg, SC. The Bison take on
heading into the fourth quarter,• &!hunt-Cookman Collq;e al Greene Stadium tomorrow
punt by South Carolina Stale
punter Franklin Zeigler took an
awkward bounce. ricocheting off
The Bison's familiar carousel of quanerbacks began. as
Bison blocker Rontarius Robinson's shoulder. Justin Kinley Donald Clark, Roy Anderson, and Travis Colenun took the
wa.~ able 10 track down the live ball for the Bulldogs. plac- remainder of the Bison's sn,ps. Af1er ineffective drives by
ing them on Howard's 38-yard line. South Carolina State Clark and Anderson. Coleman completed four consecutive
scored on the ensuing play, placing the game out of re,ch p>s.ses to set up a two-yard Jermaine Hutchinson touchdown
for the Bison.
run.
The Bison loss also makes Howard winless away from
The rurning point of the game c>me as Bulldog running
home for the year. The Bison have dropped four away g:uncs back Ch,d Eaddy capped off a nine-play. 92-yard drive with
and 1wo played at neutral sites. but are undefeated at home. acne-yard touchdo-..n run on the final play of the half. Eaddy
Howard's road losing streak dates back 10 last year's 42-25 cootinued his dominance over the Bison defense. finishing
loss to Delaware State in the final game of the season.
with 122 rushing yards on the night.
The Howard offense struggled after starling quarterback
Fullback Stanley Stephens also put up big numbers for
Bobby To,.nscnd lef11he game w11h • sepor.ired right shoul- South Carolina State, including a 46-yard touchdown rum•
der after di,ing for ,n 18-yard touchdown run early in the ble 10 extend the Bulldogs' lead to 28-14. Stephens finished
second quarter.
See BISON, 82

Hello, sports fans. I come to you live from the Hilltop office and I
have a few things to say. Allow me 10 introduce myself. 1am a graduating senior broadcast journalism major from Oakland, CA and I love
sports. The twist, howeve.r, is that I :un a young lady, not a young man.
There has been some debate as to whether or nOI women should be
in the field of sports reporting and broadcasting. I :un here to 1ell you
that women are just as capable of covering spons as men. As my way
10 silence the haters. the 2 Minute Drill will now be rotated between
Tydigga and myself. With that said, on with the 2 Minute Drill!
The f001ball season is winding down. so you know what that means.
It's basketball time. In interviewing the women's basketball coach and
seeing the men's team practice this week. 1must say that this year is
going to be different.
Some of you are thinking. "The men are still going to suck." If you
saw them play on Friday. which most of you didn't, you would have
seen a team different from last year's. The men's team welcomes back
the familiar faces of Ali Abdullah, the Westside Connection of sophomores Nick Dodson. Jonathan Stokes, senior Reggie Morris, and
sophomore Ron Williamson. The team also welcomes the 3Jlticipated
arrival of Darren Kennedy, as well as Hakimah Jackson 311d Ronald
Miller. the two freshmen from "the Urea," two transfers and the walkoos. The chemistry alone says "different team. different outcome."
In Friday's game, you saw some mistakes tha1 may have been attributed 10 first game jiners. Howevet you also saw players taking fouls
for the team, as well as gn:at passing. Most imponantly. you saw teamwork, something that I think that the team lacked last year. Don't sleep
on the men's team. they will shock 311d surprise you. Most imponantly. they won't disappoint you.
The women's team displayed the same winning form as they defeated the Ml Exprtss m an CJ<hibition g:une !his Sunday. For new head
coach Cathy Parson, I think that this was more th3ll a coaching victory for her, but a personal one as well. Parson is well on her way to proving to the campus that just because former coach Sanya 'Jyltr is gone,
doesn't mean that the winning tradition is. If you were at Midnight ~fadness, you would know about some of the talent lhat the women have
and you would know that they arc a force to be reckoned -..ith.

lydigga's Picks of the Week
By TYROS!: l\lCCANDt•~~
Hilltop Staff Writer

chill with the real HU talk, ok•y?
NC A&T 28-IIIU 23

Big weekend coming up, The ele<tion.s arc here. The win.,cr
wasn't posted at press time. but I hearJ that 'Jyrone McCandiescarried 40 states. Anyway. lets get down 10 something 1ha1 I know,
SPORTS!
DELAWARE STATE AT NORFOLK
SThTE- Well. the Spanans won the Fishbowl
Clas.sic a few months ago, so you can tell that
their season was made. Delaware State has
been playing with a chip on their shoulders the past couple of
weeks. Look for the Hornets to beat the p311ts off Norfolk State,
not because they have a beuer football team. Because Norfolk
State's homecoming SUCKS!
Del.State 45-Boys of'lroy 6

MORGAN STATE BEARS AT SOUTH CAROLINA STATE
BULLDOGS- Hey. 1he Bulldogs did something 1hat this writer
thought they were going 10 do this week. Win a conference game,
unfortun,tely it was at Howard's expense. The Bear,; are struggling
and would !ol'e nothing more than winning
4 in Orangeburg. Wonder if Morgan State's
7 alum Joe Clair will be in auendence. 11
shouldn't matter, Bulldogs in a shootout. Bui
I s1ill loved him on Rap City!
SC STATE 42- MORGAN 39

NORTH CAROLINA A&T AGGIES AT
HAMPTON PIRATES-If you look in Web·
ster's Dictionary for the word choke, you
might see an A&T football player. The Aggies
lost a golden oppoutunity with a lost to Del.State last week. They
should have tried spilling out more points th3ll spilling on Del.State
fans. But I guess you just can't beat that Aggie "CLASS" Hampton got served by both Florida teams back to back! The Aggies will
win this classic matchup, but won't look good doing it! Oh yeah.
you Pirates, it's still called Hampton Institute University. so let's

BETHUNE COOKMAN WILDCATS AT HOWARD BISONThe Bison dropped a sure victory in Orangeburg l:ist v.eekend,
while the Wildcots beat Hampton. Pa"lell Troutman is out but his
replacement is dangerous. The Bison are hoping for a little magic
311d could make things inttresting. That is if Howard comes interested in playing. Look for an intense nutchup
--~•, similar 10 last year's game with Cookman get_....,.,ing the edge. By the way. I could ha1·e sworn
that I saw the Wildcat's coach with a gumby
haircut Come on homie, don't show up to Greene with that!
BCC32-HU27

&

.,

Men's Basketball Explodes in Exhibition
Howard Bison show i,nprovement, defeat Three Aces in exhibition action
BISONROVNOIJP l'lf>S COMPtl.EO BY BAANOOII BICKERSTAFF

By C11R1s Cc>0PER
Hilltop Staff Writer

v.ho finished with 15 points and nine rebounds. showed he not only
has the physical tools. but the skills as wcll 10 btcome a dominant
player in the Mid•Bastern Atl3lltic Conference.
Other bright spots for the Bison included guards Ron Williamson.
Reggie Morris. :uidfreshm311 forward Ronald Miller. Williamson,
who saw limited action due 10 fool trouble. dropped 11 points befbre
fouling out in the second half. Morris tickled the twine, hitting 4
of 7 from the field and going a perfect 1hree-of-1hree at the free
throw line, finishing with 12 points. Miller, who only saw 19 minutes of action, showed the Bison crowd he deserves more time, hit•
ting three of his four shots and snagging eight rebounds. Miller is
one of the Bison's new recruits. Standing at 6'8", this product or
Oxon Hill High School looks to be a welcomed addition to this
year's team.
The victory "as the Bison's first pre-season victory since January 8, 1999.

The Bison men's basketball team showed flashes of brilliance in
last Fri&ly night's exhibition game, crushing their opponent I0569. The team took on the Three Aces. a team composed of local
players, all of whom played Division-I basketball. The team boast·
ed players like guard Michael Powell. who in 1998 ranked third in
the nation in scoring.
A tenacious defense allowed the Bison to jump ahead early and
nem look back. ud by junior Ali Abdullah's five steals, the
defeose s1ifled the Aces, causing multiple turnovers. The relent·
less hustle slowed the Aces' offensive allack and made the experienced bunch appear to be o,·er the hill.
"We've only had about 13-14 practices, and we\·e really stressed
defense." said forward Darren Ken~dy. "We know defense is what
wins g:unc,;, what wins championships."
The t,ndem of sharp shooting guards Abdullah and sophomore
Photo by Mark Coleman
Jonathan Stokes led the Bison offensiYely. Stokes slashed and shot
his way to an 18-point performance. Meanwhile, the Aces could The Dison welcomed back point guard AU Abdullah, who sat our
not stop the rain, as Abdullah shot 7 of 9 from behind the 3-point last season with a back injury. Abdullah fini1hcd with 25 points
arc, finishing with 25 points.
again.it the Three Aces, shooting 7-9 from the three-point line.
Kennedy was 1~ Bison's most imposing inside force. Kennedy,

See HARVEY. B2

Howard Women's Soccer Sets
Record in Final Grune of Season
Courtesy of Howard University Sports Information
WASHINGTON, DC-Howard's Lady Bison soccer team
closed out the 2000 season by setting a school mord for the
most goals c,~r scored in a game by defeating Spelman College 13-1. The team set the previous record on October 7
when they defeated South Carolina State 10-0.
Sophomore Erin Garner scored the fim of her g:une-high
three goals off an assist from senior Amy Olson in the 17th
minute of•~ first period for the Lady Bison. Olson led lhe
te:un with four assists. The Lady Bison scored an additional
five goals before intermission.
Freshman RogieMa Pierre began the rally for the Lady
Bison in the second period, scoring a goal off an assist by
Olson from the near side net in the 65th minute. Within four
minutes of scoring her firsl goal. Pierre scored h<r secood goal
off an a~sist from Shannon Hollins in the 69th minute.
Spelman College's lone goal came in the 76th minule by
Jamilah Coley.
The Lady Bison took 38 shots while Spelman took only four.
The Lady Bison close the 2000 season "ith their best record
everofS,10.1.
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Bison looking to trip up Bethune-Cookman College as a spoiler
By TYRONE McCANDIES
Hilltop Staff Writer
Although Howard (3-6, 3-3) have played themselves out of
Mid-Eastern Athletic Conference contention, the Bison can
still become a player in the conference.
Bethune-Cookman (8-1,5-1), ranked 22nd in the country, will
visit Greene Stadium in what could be a critical match-up this
weekend. A Wildcats victory will set up a showdown between
Florida A&M and Bethune-Cookman for the conference crown
and an automatic bid to the I-AA playoffs.
Howard, behind the heroics of Bobby Townsend, Jevonte
Philpot, and Elijah Thurmon, came from 17 points down to edge
Bethune-Cookman 31-27 in last season's Riverfront Classic. The
Bison have won four straight in this series to tie it at IO.
Coach Alvin Wyatt (27-15) will have his Wildcats extremely
riled up for this one. BCC is coming off an emotional 34-31 road
victory over Hampton last week.
Bethune-Cookman will be led by junior running back Jay
Rogers (97 carries, 609 yards, 6 TDs) and senior wide receiver
Antonio Stanley (27 receptions, 430 yards, 3 TDs).
"Stanley is one of the best kick returners in the conference,"
said Bison Coach Steve Wilson. "When he touches the ball he
is a threat to go all the way."
Bethune-Cookman's All-American quarterbackPa'Tell Troutman is out with a shoulder injury, but freshman Allen Suber has
more than filled the role. Suber has 273 yards on 20 of 40 passing and 295 rushing yards. The super freshman has accounted
for five touchdowns on the year, all while almost single-handedly destroying Hampton's dream of a conference crown last
week.
Bethune-Cookman also boasts one of the top defenses in the
MEAC. This ,ierce unit will be led by junior linebackers Anthony Hubbard (70 tackles and 5 sacks) and Jimmy Williams (47
tackles and 6 sacks). The tandem have been giving quarterbacks
fits throughout the season. Also giving quarterbacks problems
will be sophomore defensive back Rashean Mathis, who has a
whopping IO interceptions on the season.
The Bison are hoping to play spoiler again in Greene Stadium. If they are to do so, it will happen without Bobby Townsend
(1,216 passing yards and 9 touchdowns), who separated his right
throwing shoulder on a touchdown run against South Carolina
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2 MINUTE DRILL from B 1

State. Donald
Clark will get the
nod for the Bison
this week.
The Bison will
rely on senior running back Jermaine Hutchinson
to put in more
work. Hutchinson,
after a slow start,
has 552 rushing
yards and six
touchdowns on
the season.
Clark hopes to
have sophomore
wide

-

receiver

Kevin Simmonds
back in the lineup, along with
Jevonte Philpot
(420 receiving
yards and I TD).
Sophomore running back Tauric
Rice ( 18 catches,
266 yards, 3 TDs)
File Photo
will provide Clark Oby Arab (91) and the Bison hope to spoil the playoff hopes of Bethune-Cookman College and extend a three
with a receiving game home winning streak tomorrow at Greene Stadium, Both the Wildcats and the Bison are without their
threat out of the starting quarterbacks for the MEAC match-up.
backfield in case
he gets in a jam.
All-American candidate Tracy White (104 tackles, 4 sacks, and
The big key for Howard will be regaining the confidence they
two interception) anchors a defensive unit that, prior to last week, had after the NC A&T victory. If the Bison come out flat, BCC's
had gone nine quarters without giving up a touchdown.
"Wyatt-Bone" offense will pitch and option its way to a huge
White will be joined by safeties Brian McDonald (56 tackles)
victory. If the Bison can make sound decisions on offense, the
and Vontrae Long (60 tackles, 3 INTs, and 5 pass deflections).
game might be close.
The Bison can also count on Charles Woodall (9 tackles for lossAnother key for the Bison will be its defense. The front seven
es), defensive tackle Damien Walker (64 tackles and 5 sacks),
must get after Suber early and force him into mistakes. Suber is
and line backer Mike Sanders (62 tackles), who is having an outgood, but he is still a true freshman. Pressure should be key this
standing freshman year.
Saturday.

Sharks Prepare for MEAC Showdown
! ByAssistant SportWeek Editor

Although basketball season is
enough to get excited about, don't
forget about the other teams on
campus. The indoor track team
needs some love, along ,with the
swimming and diving, wrestling,
tennis, and lacrosse teams. We all
know that these sports may not be
as entertaining or exciting to the
average sports fan as your usual
football, basketball or even soccer
games, but if you sit down and
watch them, I'm sure that you
would be surprised with all the talent that they possess.
I would like to take this opportunity to say congratulations to the
Women's soccer team. They completed their winningest season in
Howard history, and very few people on campus knew about it. Take
a bow ladies, you deserve it.
,
This is my final point in this -2
Minute Drill. As you sit in the
stands of Greene Stadium or anywhere in the Burr, ponder this
question. "Can I really do as well
as our athletes?" If you think you
can, why don't you get out and
show what you can do. Believe it
or not, you might be that missing
link that they need to get the recognition that they deserve. Instead of
sitting in the stands talking about
how much the team sucks, why not
put forth that energy into helping
the team instead of destroying it?
The answer has told me that my
two minutes are up, but don't
worry. I'll be back with more to say.

Ooh La La Dancer of the Week

•

CAMILLE M, HARVEY

Name: Princess Hope Lee
Class: Junior
•Age:20
Born: July 15, 1980
Sign: Cancer
Hometown: Fort Washington, MD
Major: Exercise Physiology

The Sharks prepare for the trip to North Carolina
where the Mid-Eastern Athletic Conference's three
swimming teams will meet in a tri-meet this weekend.
, Florida A&M and North Carolina A&T Universities
' join Howard in the meet.
North Carolina A&T and Florida A&M's swimming
programs are relatively new, but both look to make an
explosion-on the MEAC swimming scene. The Sharks,
however,
.are.looking to capitalize on the teams' inex.
per1ence.

The Sharks will look to backstrokers Casilda Trotter,
Nicola Fenty, and Olufolahan (Lubo) Oluwole to lead
Photo by Mark Coleman
the team. Sprinters Ngozi Monu and Afalabi Adedoyin and distance swimmer Salim King will also look The Sharks are poised to take on MEAC rivals Florida
to contribute to the Sharks'performance this weekend. A&M and North Carolina A&T tomorrow.
For the Sharks, this will be their first meet since their
October 21st loss to the University of Delaware.
This meet will help the teams to develop.
This meet is significant due to the limited number of
The Sharks will host the University of Maryland, Balteams in the MEAC. They all play against teams from dif- timore Country at home on Friday, November 17 at 6:30
ferent conferences with older, more developed programs.
p.m.
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Bison infor
disappointing
season

A/p,mi brings energy and experience to the tennis team.

BISON

By JODI REID
Hilltop Staff .Writer

fromBI

with 111 rushing yards.
The Bison defense, which posted offensive
shutouts against North Carolina A&T and Norfolk
State, seemed to have run out of steam against the
Bulldogs, who stung Howard for 524 yards on 84
plays. The Bulldog defense, giving up an average
of 480 yards entering the game against Howard,
held the Bison to i·ust 249 yards.
As if the South Carolina State running attack
wasn't enough, quarterbacks Reese McCambell
and Avery Bowden combined for 230 yards passing, throwing salt in the wounds of a Bison defense
which struggled throughout the entire game,
allowing the Bulldogs to gain 24 first downs.
The Bison look to defend their unbeaten home
record against Bethune-Cookman College tomor-.
row at Greene Stadium.

IL_________________,
I

,r
Any questions?
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"Throughout my life's journey, I rear..
ize that I must endure all things with
patience and be diligent in fulfilling
my life's goats. I can do all things
through Christ!"

- - · -- - - -

.

Lady Bison Squeak to Victory
'

Womens basketball team wins first exhibition

Lamia Alami is
making swift moves
toward her future as
she prepares to open
up this spring tennis
season. Alami is a
computer

science

presence. She
describes herself as a hyper
player when she
is on the court.
"I like to motivate myself,"
Alami says. "I
am a loud player."
Aside from

major who represents
Howard University
her successes on
as an outstanding stuthe court, Alami
dent and athlete.
has excelled in
Alami came to
the classroom as
Howard University in
well.
Alami
1998 as a transfer
attained a 4.0
from Radford UniGPA
last
versity. Alami, who is
semester, earnoriginally
from
ing her National
Morocco, Africa and
Collegiate AthSwitzerland, has conletic Associatinued-to exercise her
tion honors as
abilities for Howard's
an All-Ameriwomen's team. Alami
can Scholarmissed the fall seaAthlete.
•
son due to a lower
i , \
As a team,
back injury.
Alami feels that
This year will mark
Howard has a
Alami's twentieth as
good chance to
Photo Courtesy of Sports Information
a tennis player. The 1wenty-year tennis veteran and former professional player Lamia win a Mid-East25-year old began Alami looks forward to the spring season of Howard Thnnis.
ern Athletic
playing as a child in
Conference.
Morocco. Her family
Alami anticialso participated in the sport, providing a ripe envi- pates her return to the court this spring and looks
ronment for Alarni to learn the game.
forward to playing with her team mates, who she
As a youth, Alarni held the number one rank of describes as, " supportive and fun." As an indiplayers age 16 to 21 in Morocco. She also played vidual, Alami hopes to win all her matches while
pro for three years, during which she was ranked sharpening her skills.
500th internationally by the Women's Tennis AssoAlami says that the key to a good game is the
ciation.
same as the key to a good life, "Sleep, motivation
After playing for so long, one might think that and concentration."
Alarni would become bored with the sport. Alami
Upon graduation Alami plans to attend graduate
believes otherwise.
school to earn a higher degree in computer science.
"I love it, I love everything about tennis," Alami Although she has no plans on playing professionsays. "It is challenging mentally and physically." ally again, Alami would like to play tennis for
Alarni's love for the game can be seen in her court recreation.

- --- - - - ------- - -----------·-- -- ·-

By CAMILLE M, HARVEY
Assistant Sports Week Editor
The women's basketball team
earned their first victory Sunday
as they squeaked past the MI
Express 81-79 in Burr Gymnasium. The exhibition win was a
confidence booster not only for
Lady Bison Head Coach Cathy
Parson, but for her team as well.
The women's team received an
impressive performance from
sophomore guard Asia Petty, who
was the game's leading scorer
with 17 points. She also had
three assists, two steals and shot
7 of 8 from the free throw line.
Former All-MEAC Rookie
Andrea Gardner followed with
Photo by Mark Coleman
I 3 points, 11 rebounds and three
steals. Gardner also shot 7 of I 0 Asia Petty led all scorers with 25 points
in the Lady Bison's exhibition victol')I
from the free throw line.
Along with Petty and Gardner,
Essence Goggins, Nicole Jackson, and Channell Washington also turned
in strong performances for the Lady Bison on the night. Goggins had 11
points with two assists and two steals. Jackson added 10 points and a steal
to her game-high six assists. Washington finished with 8 points, 2 assists,
one block and one steal.
The leading scorer for MI express was Shonda Deberry, who had I 3
points, two assists and a blocked shot. She also shot 5 for 8 from the free
throw line and 2 for 4 from the three point line.
Parson says that she was fortunate to get this victory, noting that "it could
have gone either way.
"I just felt that this was a good showing of what is to come," Parson said.
Despite playing a good game, the Lady Bison also made a number of
mistakes, committing 31 turnovers to Express' 30. Many of the team's mistakes can not be blamed on the players alone, as Parson points out.
"I didn't know of our foul situation early... ," Parson said. "That hurt us
because Andrea Gardner was in foul trouble. I think that because we get
so caught up in the game, things go past us."
Even with the excessive turnovers and mental mistakes Parson said she
was pleased with individual as well as team play.
"You see individuals who work daily and those who have a passion for
the game, because they work really hard," Parson said.
Sunday's exhibition game showed that the Lady Bison have some bugs
to work out before heading into their season opener against the University of Maryland at College Park.
The women's season will officially begin on November 18 when they take
on the Lady Terrapins in a non-conference match-up at the Burr.
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Gractuarf:ing in 200:J. ?
Ho1,11 about taking yo,u ·r

-

Last Chan_ce:
Monday, Nov. 6th
until Friday, Nov. 17th
MWF 1 Oa1"11-6p1"11
I IR 12p1"11-8p111

Music Listening Roo111 of
Blackburn
$10

CASH

l"llini111u1"11

THIS IS IT! SO COME ON OUT!

You want to be in theYearbook?
B~y an.
for You. or You.r
Organ.ization. ! ! !
~'

::: PRICES c::;>
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-

.

FULL PAGE ............ $300
HALF PAGE ............ $175
Payment and Ad Subrnission DEADLINE is
Friday, November 17, 2000 by 5:00pm in the
Bison Yearbook Office

PAYMENTS may be made by service request
(organizations only), cash, and checks made
payable to the Bison Yearbook
RESERVE YOUR SPACE QUICKLY! WE
ONLY HAVE LIMITED AD SPACE
AVAILABLE. ALSO, A CONTRACT OF
AGREEMENT MUST BE SIGNED ONCE
AD SPACE IS RESERVED.
QUE'STl(JNS? Co11tac1 Michael /Jro~vn in S'11i1e C, -06 in the /Jlackl>11r11 c·enler. call
806.7870, or en,ail us at biso11yearl>ook<l.J·/1ot1nail.ron1
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by GLENN FRIZELL
Hilltop Staff Writer

Grade: B
Spike Lee's films are like multi-shaped assorted pieces that are
assembled to create an abstract collage. Sometimes the pieces gel, presenting somewhat enjoyable flicks (i.e., She's Got To Have It, Do The
Right Thing, Mo Better Blues, Malcolm X, He Got Game), and other
times the pieces don't quite fit together, leaving the viewer dazed and
somewhat disappointed,
(i.e. School Daze, Girl 6,
Crookland, and last year's
SOS). Spike Lee's latest
film, Bamboozled falls somewhere in between.
Spike's never one to have been accused of making powder puff. His
power as a director lies in his manipulation of ordinary characters, and
everyday dialogue, to elicit debate-worthy responses from his audience
. Bamboozled follows this tradition, offering a commentary of sorts
of racial stereotypes in Hollywood. But this time around Spike is like
a overzealous preacher slapping his congregation over the head with
his message. And be warned Spike is heavy-handed ...
Shot entirely with digital cameras, Bamboozled stars Damon Wayans
as Pierre Delacroix, a buppie TV writer who works at a new station.
He is given an ultimatum by his culture/vulture boss Dunwitty (Michael
Rapaport) to either come up with the network's big hit for get served
a pink slip. Feeling hated and under- appreciated Pierre decides to work
with his assistant Sloan Hopkins (Jada Pinkett Sm.ith), to create a show
that will shock and outrage America. His best forum: the blackface m.instrel shows of the 1800's. Eventually Pierre's ideas take shape evolving into "Mantaan The New Millennium Minstrel Show" featuring two
naive homeless men: Manray (Savion Glover) and Womack (Tommy
Davison). The Mantaan Variety Show, featuring a recreated plantation complete with mammy, coon, pickinnie, and uncle tom inhabitants
becomes a surprise ratings' success, much to the anger of Sloan's brother, Big Black (Mos Def) and his melodramatic black-power crew of
talented but eloquently challenged rappers- Mau Maus (Think Black
Panthers meet Cash Money Millionaires).
The cast works
decently around Bamboozled's complex plot. Damon Wayans does
what he can with the character of Pierre. Unfortunately its difficult to
connect with him on any level. One m.inute he envokes seriousness,
the next it seems as Wayans himself is trying not to laugh at his characters' straight laceness. (Think In Living Color Skit "Brothers Brother" with a college degree) With Jada Pinkett-Sm.ith's Sloan, one is left
thinking of what m.ight have been. Although she draws sympathy and
is the voice of reason in converse to Pierre's craziness, you quite don't
know where she's com.ing from. Jada's electric in what she does, but
a little background and more screen time would have been more satisfactory. Michael Rapaport is decent as Dunnwitty- the white boy that
"we all know that loves to embrace "blackissms", but hasn't been anywhere near the ghetto since the cancellation of Good Times. Lost somewhere in a sub plot is Mos Def, who gives a strong performance as Big
Black despite his m.inor role.
Bamboozled makes up for its somewhat- weak characters during its
bold-faced, overblown attack scenes of stereotypes in Hollywood. From
Mantaan's plantation set (designed by Driving Ms. Daisy's art designer Victor Kempster), Mantaan's primary sponsor- Timmy Hillnigger
(spoof of Tommy Hillfigger line, where shirts come complete with bullet holes), and the jolly nigger banks, and mammy statues that saturate the screen, Spike doesn't hold back the offensive images. Given
the subject matter, it might seem strange but, Spike's attack is somwhat
humorous due largely in part to the downright blatant ignorance of the
majority of Bamboozled's characters.
Although in realtiy, the images in the movie might not exist on the
broad level to which Bamboozled suggests, recent shows such as Homeboys in Outerspace do much to validate the Minstrel Show scenario.
Today when a black man can create, and black actors willingly participate in a show that degrades black culture, one m.ight ask "who's
hoodwinking who?"
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Personal Photo
Ebony P. Warren, above, placed second in this year's Miss Howard competition. She currently holds the title as Miss School of Communications.

Confessions of a Prospective Graduate
Miss Howard: The Question
By EBONY P. WARREN
Hilltop Staff Writer
The question rang in my head a thousand times.
Why did it stump me? The answers to everyone
else's question seem to come with ease. Did I attain
a false sense of confidence? Had my question really been harder or was I making excuses? I had forgotten to pray. "In all thy ways acknowledge him
and he shall direct thy paths. Be not wise in thine
own eyes ... " (Proverbs 3:6-7a) How many times
had I heard, read, and applied this scripture to my
life? But on that night, wisdom escaped me and
flesh rose to the occasion. I relied on my own wisdom and as usual, it let me down. I just couldn't
figure out why I went astray, but I knew none of
this mattered. God was in control.
There were two sides to this outcome. I could

evaluate the circurr1stances from a natural or car~
nal state or I could look through a spiritual perspective. I found comfort looking through my spiritual shades. In the natural, there were all sorts of
variables. Was my essay tight enough, could
twelve have been too many judges or maybe I could
look to the disparity in the type of questions asked.
Any of these differences could point to my standing as first runner up in the Miss Howard Pageant.
But really, Vallyn was God's winner. She was the
chosen one, appointed to represent Howard. I had
too much baggage to be this queen, this time.
She was grateful, thankful, and appreciative. I
was relieved. Relieved that I didn't have to worry
about how I ,vas going to graduate and come back
another semester to reign as Miss Howard.
Relieved that interruptions in my schedule would
come to a halt. Relieved that I didn't have to choose
between attending Homecoming events and nightly church meetings. Now I could exhale.
The pressure had been transferred. All I was
expected to do now was graduate. I could focus.
I had been here too long to allow barriers to close
me in. Nothing was going to stand in the way- not
Miss Howard, not work. No one would prevent me
from taking my rightful place as a graduate from
Howard University. No longer would I be a perpetual student; the one people thought would never
leave. I took comfort in looking at things from
God's perspective. It wasn't all about me. It was
about God getting the glory, no matter what the
cost. Obedience always means blessings. I had

been reenergized and I was ready to take my final
walk.
What people didn't know is that my goal wasn't
to win. For a while, I didn't know. My victory had
been obtained in the opportunity to compete. No
one knew my dreams of competing in the Miss
Howard Pageant. The victory had come long
before the competition. In Blackburn when I
received my validation sticker, on time, without
waiting in line, that was the greatest victory. Having the money to be in school, now that was a victory. And having the grade point average to be in
good academic standing, that was icing on the cake.
The victory was making it up to and through this
point. My victory came as I extended my hand to
the stars to reach my dream. Yeah, I had been Miss
School of Communications before, but I never
reigned and I never ruled. What I had kept secret
all these years was my shame in never making it
as a contestant in the Miss Howard Pageant. I had
judged, helped coordinate and even hosted one
year, but never competed. I couldn't compete
because I wasn't validated at the time. And my
worst nightmare came to fruition. Because I wasn't
eligible due to grades and registration the first runner up took my place. Even worse, she won the
Miss Howard title that year. I was sick. How could
I recover from such devastation? But I did. I recovered on Friday, October 20, 2000, when I stepped
onto Cramton's stage and gave it everything I had.
I worked it. Proud to represent my school I strutted and never looked back. I was cheering myself
on inside. "You go girl! Work it and give them
fever." I did and had a ball.
I already knew I possessed the fortitude to win,
but I had to redeem myself in trying. No one knew
about the gleam that shined in my eye each time I
walked across the yard and thought about becoming Miss Howard. I thought winning would be
redemption. Redemption for everything I didn't
achieve as Miss Black USA. Redemption for the
times I couldn't get validated. Redemption for
being put out of the dorm, losing my job at the front
desk, and being told to go home by seven black
women in the "A" building because there was nothing they could do for me, but put me on a bus to
Florida. But graduating would be redemption
enough. Surviving ten years was redemption
enough. Seeing those same seven women and having the dignity and audacity to smile became
redemption enough. Just participating in a pageant

No Doubt Entertainment

that naysayers said shouldn't have been mine was
redemption enough.
But real redemption came a long time ago by the
blood of Jesus Christ. His blood made me new, his
word proclaimed me queen and his power made me
strong. How else could I have remained on campus where time seemed to stand still, freshmen
began superceding me as graduates and people
never stopped saying, "You're still here?" It was
time for someone else to take the reigns. My legacy would be complete soon. Possessing fortitude
was my legacy. Possessing Fortitude may have
appeared to be a catchy phrase disguised as a platform that I pulled out of the air. It was more like a
mission statement that developed in my soul. God
would get all the glory because of fortitude.
Vallyn's victory would be sweeter. She could
attest to beating a world-class veteran, a sophomore
triumphant over a senior. Forever she would have
on the tablet of her accomplishments winning
against Miss Black USA 1993, and maybe through
her winning, the asinine thought that experienced
people should not compete in the Mr. & Miss
Howard Pageant would be laid to rest. God had
timing and place for everything.
I knew that this was familiar territory. In 1990,
I lost the Miss Quad Pageant my freshman year.
Distraught, I had no idea that the Lord already had
the title of Miss Black USA waiting in the wings.
This time, I'm rejoicing, knowing that God has
already prepared a greater victory with my name
on it. And it's coming sooner than any one could
.
.
1mag1ne.

So, what was the infamous question that stomped
this beauty queen? (Paraphrased) In light of the
recent violence on college campuses, what do you
feel is an effective remedy? The following answers
resulted from two days time and three people's
input.
Such a comprehensive problen1 cannot be easily
remedied, but through prayer, anything can be
accomplished. Christians need to and should band
together in prayer. Frontline spiritual action will
manifest dramatic results to natural problems. We
are our brother's keeper. There is no one answer to
a problem of this magnitude. An effective remedy to campus violence could begin through initiatives such as small group discussions, peace rallys,
and definitely more security.
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In this day and age of mergers, one of the most unlikely ones has
occurred. Viacom, which owns MTV as well as other cable outlets,

rot

has purchased BBT
3 billion dollars. The purchase ends Bob
Johnson's 20 year run with the company and allows him to concentrate on his others ventures such as restaurants, night clubs. and DC
Airlines.

again, there is more drama in the life of Eminem. Stttdents
at University <:>f Illin<:>is want to cancel Erninem's show <:>n their cam•
pus. The students in opposition of the show believe that Eminem ii
sexist and anti-gay. A demonsu-ation is planned to be held outside
Once

the venue.

Lead emcee <:>f the Roots, Black Thought, is currently working on
his solo album entitled "Mas erpiece Theatre." Jay Dee, Scott
Storch, and DJ Krush have already provided some production for'lhe
albl!Ul. The album is scheduled to be released .in February 2001.
Hip-bop pioneer GtandMaster Flash ha.-. recently .announced his
plans to create a DJ battle in his nameenlitled The GtandMaster Plash
World Turntable Invitational. In 2001, Flash plans to host preliminary battles in five maj<:>r cities. The champion of each city will be
automalically entered in the final battle which will take place in New

York City.

After bemg in a bus accident that cut their tow: plans short this summer, Jurassic 5 have come back and returned for their Word of Mouth
tour. The tour also includes Dilated Peoples and the Beat Junkies.
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Attorney may charge Oklahoma State
U. student in MP3 case
By J1:S1 IN JUOZAPAVICIUS
Daily O'Collegrnn (Oklahoma State U.)

(U-WIRE) STILLWATER, Okla. - A 19-yearold Oklahoma S1atc University ,1udent who had his
computer seii.ed by university police io September
on suspicion of illegally distributing copyrighted
songs must now play the waiting game as the Payne
County District Attorney's office decides whether to
file criminal charges against him.
Scou Wickberg, graphics design freshman, had
been operating a file-sharing Web site that allowed
others to log onto it with a password and download
any of the 10,200 MP3 songs in his collec1ion.
An MP3. or MPEG layer 3 file format, allows a listener to take songs on compacl disc and make nearperfect copies of the music to save on a small computer file - a process lhat is illegal if the songs are
copyrighted.
Aflerreccivinga tip from Recording Industry Association of America officials, OSU police obtained a
search warrant from a Payne Counly judge, aod
arrived on Sept. 5 at Wickberg's Willham residence
hall room and seized his computer containing thousands of mos1ly live concert recordings.
"It was really unexpected when they came in," said
Wickberg's friend Jason Thompson. management
information systems freshman. Thursd3y afternoon.
Thompson was in Wickbcrg's room when the police
seized his computer.
"I don't really wam to say much more- we want
to keep this thing quiet for now;· Thompson said.
Earlier this week, Payne County Assistant Dis1rict
Auomey Charles Rogers S3id his omce is still considering the results of an almost two-month long
investigation hy OSU police.
"I can't comment on this case because no charges
have been filed," Rogers said Tuesday.
OSU Police Chief E\'erell Ea1011 said university
investigators approached the case 3gainst Wickberg
as being in violation of Oklahoma computer law
s1atu1es.
"We put that case on the DA's desk and we're going
to Jet the chips fall as they may," En1on said Thurs•
day.

Heralded as "downloadable music's first sacrificial
lamb'' in the November issue of Rolling Stone magazine, Wickberg said Wednesday 1hat he is not
ashamed of what he did and remains eager to tell his
side of the story once the case against him comes to
a close.
"Right now, I'm in the blue as much as you," Wickberg said.
Legal officials said it is possible Wickberg could be
charged with felony contributory copyright infringemenl, or knowingly causing ano1her 10 infringe or
contribute 10 someone else's infringement of copyright law- a charge that carries a $250,000 fine and
up 10 five years in prison.
"On the surface, he appears to have viola1ed copy•
right laws,'' said Joey Scnat, OSU professor of journalism and broadcasting. "What he did by helping
give away thousands of records had a direct effect on
the market value of 1hc works and is a violation of
someone's intellectual property.''
Sena1, who teaches an upper-division mass communication Jaw course at OSU. called portrayals of
MP3 users such as Wickbcrg in Rolling Stone as lat1er-day Robin Hoods unacceptable.
"'The attitude of 'everybody else is doing it so why
can't r doesn't make it right under the law," be said.
"There are a lot of things I'd like to have that I can't
afford. hut I'm not going to go out and steal them.''
A spokesman for the RlAA said Friday that
although the organization can ·1 "pursue every siogle
s1udent" violating copyright laws, it does employ a
number of people who regularly monitor Web sites
aod report suspicious activities - such as in OSU's
cas~.
"This whole online market is evolving and I'll
admit that MP3s are a cool technology," said Doug
Curry, RIAA spokesman. "But people (who violate
these laws) are essentially creating a business on the
backs of others' work.''
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INTERVIEW: Jurassic S's MC Chali
2na discusses tour, group's success
By RON GONZALES
Daily Lobo (U. New Mexico)
(U-WIRE) ALBUQUERQUE, N.M. - Before Jurassic 5's appearance on Tuesday. MC Chali 2na was graciom
enough to lei me in1erview him un the J5 tour bus. or death trap, as he called it, possibly in reference to a bus acci•
dent 1he group was involved in while on the Vans' Warped Tour last summer.
Ron: People are finally catching on to you guys but you've been at this game a long time.
Chali 2na: Our EP (released in 1997) is gold in lhe UK: I just got my plaque today. I finally get to give my fathe1
some accolade of mine. I never thought we'd go this far; we're just trying to push it 10 lhe limil and see how far we
can go with it. We're very appreciative of the facl that a lot of people are starting to like us. But at the same time I
don' t know what time it is. We're trapped in 1his bus. I don·1 ge1 to see the TV. We're lucky when we turn on thtsatellite and it works in a particular city.
Ron: Do you guys have much time on tour to work on new malerial?
Chafi 2na: Just to keep my swords straight. We record sometimes on the road but we mostly conceptualize. Wher,
we're at home, a lot of us have families, so we just chill. So when we're on the road. it's cool to get together with 1he
fellas and just ialk about s,uff. It's amazing the stuff we come up with.
Ron : How did you choose the bands that you brought on tour wi1h you?
Chali 2na: (We chose) brothers that have he.en slruggfing. We met MC Supernatural in Europe. and it was like w~
were brothers with like minds. That was a divine 1hing, some1hing that just happened. Wi1h Dila1ed Peoples. we al•
five in L.A. and are trying to do the same thing. It's like a big community. In L.A., there's a lot of cats down thcr<
doing what we· re doing.
Ron: Being from L.A .. is the group trying to branch out and work with artists in other areas. or are you guys comfortable working in L.A.?
Chali 2na: We're not a group 1hat's trying to separate (areas); there are enough people in hip-hop trying to separalc.
Whoever wants to work with us. we're down. I love to work with different people.
Ron: Who are some hip-hop artists that you admire?
Chali 2na: Last night. and the night before we had two shows in Boulder, Colo. and De La Soul was there with the
Campus Invasion Tour and they just came to the show. And for me it was an honor among honors because if it weren·1
for 1hem.1here wouldn't be us. The way we sound was an accident but we understood where it was coming from: we
arc jus1 trying to pay homage to the stuff that we liked, the old-school stuff and 1he stuff that people have forgotten
about.
Ron: Why is now a good 1ime for Jurassic 5 to be coming 10 1he forefront of the music scene1

Any content distributed via U-WJRE is pro,ectcd by
copyright.
U-WIRE is a division of Studeo1 Advdntagc. Inc.
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Chali 2na: It's like a changing of the guard. What Andy Warhol used to say abou1 the 15 minutes of fame shit, it's
real. You have trends, and then people get tired of it in 10 years. You leave a lot of angry fans here and a lot of sat•
isfied fans over here. What I hate is how the media tries to separate us (hip-hop artists) and pul further attention on
the separation. instead of putting the attention on the unification of it all.
Ron: You guys were on the Warped Tour over the summer. what was it like reaching a whole new set of fans?
Chali 2na: The mentality was that: winning over new fans. ii was hard at times. We had cities where people were
throwing shit at us. It was raining bottles and rocks and 1urf and shit. It did us pretty good because it let us touct
another set of people.
The abm·e inrerl'iew is only a small piece of ll'hat tumed out 10 be more 1/za11 a J0-mi11u1e conrersation M·itlz Cha Ii
Check out the Daily l..bbo saudio/1-ideo \Veb page for the comp/etc it11erl'ie11:

'Lost Souls' Provides
No Direction
of evil. Maya sees it her duty 10 stop lhe devil from tak
ing over Peter's body.
In an array of dcvastaling. hut traditional events; fea
begins to overtake Peterand he places his fate in Maya·.
hands. The duo race to rid Kelson of demonic possessio
by his birthday through research and an unsuccessfu
exorcism. As time climbs closer to his birth dale, Pete
learns 1ha1his relatives and loved ones were al ready cap
tured by the forces of evil. and awaiting Satan's arriva
via Peter's body. In a fit of r3ge and horror. Maya shoot
Peter in the head enabling the devil to possess his bod
The world was saved.
This exor• ....,,_,,....,,,,..,,,....,,==-=-=....,...==--~-i
cist inspired
h im. falls
,hon due 10 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - i
lhc lame writing. The Writers seem tocxclusivelyexplo
previous notions of demonic possession as in "Rose
mary's Baby" or "Repulsion". TI1e exorcism scenes we
unimaginative r.nd repetitive. Leaving these account
able actors with nothing to work with. Visually, directo
Janusz Kaminski (cinematographer of Shindler's Lis
Saving Private Ryan, Jerry Maguire), skillfully depicte
a dark reality of 1he supernatural and the devilish po
ers of hopelessness. Ultimately. "Lost Souls" was unsu
pensefull and predictable leaving the audience laughin
not screaming.

By ERICKA N. GOOD~tAN
Hilltop Staff Writer

Grade: C+
The emancipation of evil, the destruction of all that is
sanctified; the hattle of faith begins. Lost souls are the
breeding grounds for evil: empty faith harbors depravity. The movie begins as Maya Larkin (Winona Ryder) a
saved soul of the devil's grip. partners up with her mentor. Father Lareaux (John Hurt) and his band of merry
priests to cleanse the religiously challenged of demonic
possession. The anointed crew believe 1hat 1he Anti-Christ
will soon inhabit a human body and submerse the world
into ultimate darkness. their ohjective is halt the eradication of lhe world 3s we know it. As a regular practice,
Maya and her pack visi1 Satan's spawn (Serial Killers,
Child Molesters), to perform church sanctioned exor•
cism.
During 1he exorcisms of Henry Birdson. a cold-blood•
ed murderer: the name of the Saian's choice of human
incarnation is revealed as Peter Kelson (Ben Chaplin). a
famed author. Kelson. who is devoid of fai1h. never baptized, and born of incesluous parenling, was 1he perfect
form for the devil's manifestation. On Peter's 33rd birth•
day. he was to be transformed as Salan. But Kelson. a man
of logic would not accept the idea that he was the vessel
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Howard and Catholic Universities Merge to Present Romeo and Juliet
By SHOLA ADEWUMI
Hilltop StatT Writer
William Shakespeare's age-old tragedy of teenage love gone wrong. presented by
Howard and Catholic Universities and directed by Mark Jolin. has never before been
acted like this. Shakespeare's original never knew such novel costumes and peerless
improvisations from che directors and studenc actors and actresses. And 10 top it all off, a
selling in medieval Timbuktu. Africa with an interracial cast.
Romeo and Juliec consisted of a large number of talented actors and actresses whom all
have theatre-related majors and backgrounds. They took the scage with great confidence
as if ii was their second home and stunned the audience wich their impeccable acting
skills.
Set in the late I 5,h century of the Songhai Empire, the introduction (opening) of the play
was very engaging, with a market scene and people walking onto the stage from differenc
angles 10 assume cheir character's position. There was music by two African men with
musical inscruments; chey sat on •he stage 1hroughou1 the play performing music 10 define
each scene. This introduction caught the attention of che audience by conveying a message that told everyone to sic back, relax, and prepare 10 enjoy, not just a play, but also an
experience full of surprises.
As the play unraveled, the exceptional talents of the young accors and actresses left an
enduring imprint on the audience. Both Howard and Cacholic Universities' students participating in che production played prominenl roles. For example, Howard's Danielle K.
Thomas, who played the part of the nurse and Catholic's John Paul Karliak who played
Mercurio boch brought serious. yet funny characters 10 life. Noc only were their words
animated. but their bodies also 1ransla1ed the language chat they were speaking. thanks 10
choreographer Sherrill Berryman-Johnson, Ph.D. These characters were like the comic
relief of the cragedy that occurred later in the play.
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Catholic's Nicholas A. Lowe and Howard's Onira Sauerwhice played an lcalian Romeo
Monrague and a Songhai Juliet Capulet. Though the roks were difficult to master, chese
young stars made it look, simply put, like a piece of cake. Lowe :ind Sanerwhite seemed
to p0rtray the love and passion of chose young. star-croi,sed Titanic-lovers wich whom we
arc all 100 familiar.
Several im~rcssive scenes caught 1he audience's undivided allention, such as the romantic scene of Romeo and Juliet's first encounter. They both shared a very soft yec magnecic
kiss, a "love at first sigh1/lus1 al first sight" cype of kiss. The lase scene renects tragedy
and sorrow, when Romeo and Juliet both murder themselves. '"Thus with a kiss, I die,"
says Romeo. as he kisses Juliet for che last time. chinking she had already died. The cension surrounding this climactic scene was high. bringing rears 10 the eyes of some
engrossed members of the audience.
Shakespeare would be proud of this unique production of his tireless cl~sic. Hardly
were there any mistakes made by the actors and actresses. and when they did, they covered ii up so well that one will think that the script was wriuen like that. The ,euings,
lighting, sound and makeup of each act were impressive and showed the quality of prepa1ation and hard work devoted by the cast and production crew.
The stage. painted in a beauciful pink, was builc out of wood and cardboard. taking a
reasonable number of hours everyday for several weeks to construct. The language of che
play was sp0ken wich elegance and swifcnes~ as if the accors created the language themselves.
Romeo and Juliec opened last week al Catholic University's Hartke Theatre. and will be
showing al Howard's Ira Aldridge Theacer tonight and tomorrow night at 7:30. closing on
Sunday. November I 2'h with a 2:30 performance. Shakespeare and love story fans of all
ages won't want 10 miss this remarkable production. Fur infonnacion and tickets, concact
the Ira Aldridge Theater Box Office at 202-806-7700.
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All I Ever Wanted Showcasing the Fine
Was A Daddy
Taste in Art of Howard's
By JOHNNY J. JONES
Hillcop Staff Wricer
Day by day, I get closer 10 becoming a father. I think about what type of
father I will be. Will I be the disciplinarian type ("clean yo' room boy'!"), or
will I be the cool, free-spirited type ("hey, it's OK you made all "F's, you
have next year 10 try again!")? I don'c know right now. Bue I know I will not
be like my father.
My mother introduced me 10 chis world on August 8, 1981 as Johnny Jeconiah Jones giving me my father's name, excluding the middle name. My father
was proud-he finally had a son. someone he could bring up in his own shadow. And in the beginning, he cried his best. We would hang out around the
block around all of his "friends" and he would proudly say tha1 I was "Lil'
Johnny", his "boy." As a toddler, he was my idol, my hero. This was my daddy.
But as time went on. he sp0radically disappeared in my upbringing.
My father had a drug and alcohol problem that kept him in a lot of trouble.
While I thought we were spending bonding lime on the block. he was actually trying 10 get high while I was right there. It hurt like hell co find chis out
later. but it was the 1ru1h.
In his absence. my mocher became my Mama and Daddy. While my father
was slowly trying 10 correcc his life, my mother was leaching me how 10 play
baskecball and throw a football. While my father went through many AA programs, my mother showed me how 10 wear a tie. While my facher found a
job and prepared a life for himself, my mother had the "birds-and-the- bees''
talk with me. My older siscer was a grown woman and I was slowly becoming a man.
He finally reappeared consistently when I was thineen. but he was too lace
in many ways. The foundation of my life had been established through the
guidance of my mother; I never got the chance to make much use of my father.
I began 10 greacly enjoy the rime we spent together-you know. the male bonding- but I owed my manhood lo my mother. whether he accepted this fact
or not.
The relationship with my father has been rocky ever since. When I was a
coddler, I thought he was the biggest thing next 10 Supemian. I know now chat
he's no more spectacular than myself. I watch as he pours oul material things
for my liule sisters and thinks thal he's finally being a daddy, but he still doesn'c
realize that an actual bond with your kids is the key 10 being a real daddy. Is
ic because he never really had a father whose image he could replicate• I. however, have found sunlight out of this darkness.
When I think about being a daddy, my formula for success is surprisingly
simple. Although my father was not there 10 show me how 10 fix my tie. I'll
make sure rm there. When my son discovers sports, I'll make sure chat I'm
1here1oprovidemyathle1icexpertise(yeahright!)tohim.Moreimportan1ly, I know that I'll provide the children who sprout from my seeds with the
-o-nly-lh-in-gl-ev-er_w_an1-ed_w_hen_1_wa_sg-ro-wi_ng-up_.A_d_ad-dy_.- - - - - 1

FINAL THOUGHTS
1. Won't you miss Clinton too?
2. Steven, you need to chill (just let it

go) .....
3. Isn't Jill Scott the bomb!!
4. If you know you from the suburbs,
why are u playin like you a thug on
campus?
5. Why are you wearing that club
outfit to a football game?? (heels+
bleachers = stupid)
6. What ever happened to the beggin
grandma in front of KFC-did she realize that we're just as poor as she is?
7. Do you believe in the Refund

Donors
By TIFFANY BROWNE
Hilltop Staff Writer
The School of Fine Arts is proud to present the exhibit "Donors of African
Art & Artifact 1990-2000... TI1e exhibic is on display in the gallery of che
School of Fine Arts. It is designed to showcase any African artwork or artifact given to the university between the years I990 and 2000.
Although the exhibit has been showcased since che scart of homecoming
week. new artifacts are continually being added. The exhibit will be showcased until December 17, wich a reception in the gallery on December 3 at 2
P.M.
Scull Baker. a director for the School of Fine Arts gallery, explained that
each year, Howard receives so many donations of art that it is difficult 10 feature every artwork in the limited gallery space. Many of Che donations are
logged into che
o:omputcr c.11aloi•
and l cpt m ,to,
age. Baker also
explained chat donations are nlll given by anists but by people who are collectors of African art. The donors include lawyers, writers, pasc and presenc
professor, from Hownrd and some Dcpar1men1 of Swee o:ficwls. Baker also
explained that a representative from Che Whice House donated che pedestals
that are used to hold the china collection in the White House gallery,
In this exhibic. some of the featured donors include Carol and Ken Adel man. Oorochy Demby. and Joyce Larney, the lirsl female president al Howard
University,
The Adelman's, who are good friends of Pre, ident Swygert. donated an
unprecedented African ceremonial facemask. One of 1heir donation, is a
Yabba initiacion mask. II is a wooden ,1ruc1ure with a white face and a nose
thal is turned upward. The mask also ha, blue eyes. which represent rears.
One of Lateny's donations is a hanJcrafted b;1rrd The barrel has an ebony
wooden finish 10 it. There is a woman-with-children theme to it. as chreedimensional figures of women and children are carved 01110 the barrel.
Oemby's donation included a ceremomal ,1aff1ha1 has a warlike figure al the
top of the staff. The figure is a man that is holding the small head of his victim. The staff is decorated with shells and a carved female figure.
Other featured donors include Arthur Jones, who Jonated a carved door. The
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ehony door has three-dimensional c:irvings o f African figures. Raymon
Oobard donaced a ce re moni al mask that represents the Puni people of th
Congo with black and white pi gment.
Baker hopes that many students will take lime to come to the gallery to viev
the extraordinary exhibit and 1.oke advantage ol the arr remini-ccnt of rhos
who have left a permanent 111;,rk on the uni\'ersily.
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unrehearsed in 'Scared Witless'
By MONICA BARBARA
Hilltop Scaff Writer
There are only two opportunities left co see the performance of
"Scared Wicless." TI1e play, hosted by the Wa.,hington lmrov The•
ntre and performed at Club Oiversite, is a horror story with no
script chat comes 10 life with suggestions from the audience.
To begin. cast members asked for citle suggescions. Those given
were, "Rob My Well Hung Friend." "Keep ii Short Stupid." and
"The Sassy Princess." The audience was then asked 10 choose
from chese titles. When ic was not clear if the audience preferred
"Rob My Well Hung Friend" or --The Sassy Princess." creative
members of che ca.,! came up with the title of "Rob My Well Hung.
Sassy Friend." And so the play began.
Since che
play's line s
were com•
pletely based
on the impro\'isaciun of chc actors. wich no script. there were many
abs1rac1 elements to the performance. Due 10 che talent of the
cast, however. these abstract elements helped co heighten the comedy of the performance rather than to make ii confusing, The
play ended up bemg about a man who was hung for tax evasion.
A new family moves into his house 20 years later and ancmpts
10 set right his wrongs afcer finding his many tax notices,
One of the abstract elements introduced 10 the play was the
spooky next door neighbor's hamster. The cast creatively lied the hamster into the story by making a hamster shelter the cover-up for the tax evasion. T
male actor. playing the part of the ghost haunting the house, was very sassy which tied in the title of the perforoiance while adding 10 the play's comedy.
Al the end of che play, which lasted 30-45 minutes, the cast performed four improvisation games using cues from the audience and performing broadw
tunes with. of course, the help of the audience. An encertaining melody about Dixie cups was one produce of this exercise. Next. three members of che c
performed che same skit three times from each actor's perspective.
During che next segmenl. an audience member was called to the stage. He was asked 10 choose cast members 10 ])(lrtray members of his family. The s
ting was 10 be Thanksgiving dinner, and the audience member would ring a bell or signal a case member 10 make a buzzing noise to denote racher or no
cast member was ]X>rtraying his family member correctly, To assess the personality of their member, 1he cas1 asked 4ues1ions ,uch as the magazine re
favorite television shciw, occupacion, and life mot10 of the family member they were 10 portray.
,
To end the evening. che caM asked for advice parents gi\'e, After a minute of confusion as le> what people were suggesting, a clear voice from the audie
suggested. "Chcn1ers never win." The case then wenc on to perform a song about cheacers never winning while pretending 10 be drunk in a bar.
Don't expect any scares during the performance, buc be prepared for a nighl of laughter and audience participation, Though che lines al rimes may see
liule "off-the-wall... they only add 10 the play's off-centered success. If you are noc the type 10 sit idly and watch a pin•p<>inled performance, "Scared
less" is for you. There are two more opportunities to catch the show. which is performed at Club Diversitc, 1526 14'h S1ree1 (nearthc U Street-Cardozo me
stop). This and next Saturday "Scared Witless" will be performed at 8:00 PM. Tickets are $7 for smdencs with proper 1.0. and$ IO for everyone else.

THEATER REVIEW

Check fairy??

WRITE FOR ENGAGE!! CALL GINGER@ 202.806.6866
·· --····---------
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Distinguished Panelists Predict the Future of Black Books
BY J(};NRYA MAI.IKII RANKIN

Hilltop Slaff Wriler
Tradi1ionally, Black bookstores have been a huge seller of books by people of African descent. The role and
relevance of small books1ores 1oday was a ho1 topic of
debate at 1he "Future of Black Books Symposium;' held
in the Armour J. Blackbum Cenler. Another key focus
was this: emphasizing the imponance of helping 10 develop reading skills and a love of reading in Black youth so
that there will be readers to perpeluate lhe an form in the
years to come. Panelists at the symposium discussed the
imponance of Blacks suppur1ing their own an forms by
buying books by Black authors from Black bookstores.
Co-sponsored by the Howard Universi1y Depanment of
Human Communications S1udies and Sankofa Books
and Video Smre. the symposium featured acclaimed panelists seeking 10 reveal the future of black books. Carl
Patrick Burrowes, Associate Professor in the human
communica1ions depanment. moderated the informal
program. Panelists included Susan McHenry. executive
edi1or of Black Issues Book review; Calvin Reid. news
editor of Publishers· Weekly; Pu ali, a board member of
Nkiru Cultural Center in Brooklyn. N.Y. and W. Paul
0

Coates, founder and president of Black Classics Press.
According to Coates. small bookstores will only be relevant in this society if they focus not just on making a
profit. but on serving as a cultural repository for 1he community in which they exist. The digi1aliiation of books
{by means of publishing on the Internet or CD-ROM) will
make it easier for people to buy books from their homes.
Coates also says that bookstores must give people areason 10 come to 1heir stores by adding cultural programs
and ac1ivities to draw members of the community. Puca Ii
agrees that bookstore owners should develop educational programs. and feels that small bookstores will always
have a place in the field if owners learn to integrate technology into the selling of their products and promotion
of their stores.
Another issue discussed at the symposium was "growing new readers." Coates says that while major houses
are developing imprint companies (companies that specialize in one particular type of book. such as Black
romance novels) to specialize in the high-returns genre
of African-American targeted fiction and nonfiction. they
are not doing anything to develop young Black readers.
He states that if there are no people interested in the works
and able to read them. they will go unread and eventual-

ly unpublished, negatively affecting the future of Black
books. Coates also says that it is the responsibility of all
members of the African-American community to instill
a love of reading in the younger generations and challenges Howard University students to work with children
in the surrounding community to raise the literacy level.
Pucali, who spoke on what will happen in the near future
of the Black book industry. forecasts a boom in the
recent trend of writing books specifically to reach certain
groups. Works produced in this way are called "designer" novels. Currently. the Affiliated Press is "designing"
books by pulling writers from popular hip-hop magazines.
such as "Vibe" and "Source," and having them write novels that wi ll appeal to the same audience that reads those
magazines.
Pucali also predicts that there will be more books published from the likes of Omar Tyree and Eric Jerome Dickey because those novels constitute "commercial models."
Dickey's "Cheaters" ha.~ been a1 the top of the Blackboard
Best-Selling Books List since last spring. Because this
model is a top-seller. publishing houses will continue tc
patronize them.
Panelist McHenry chose 10 examine the cultural standpoint of the future of Black books. She says that there

will be more books with global impact, especially out of
the Caribbean and Afro-British arena. McHenry believes
1ha1 the depth of Black scholarship that began in the seventies is coming to fruition now through the works of
independent publishing houses and universi1y presses.
She anticipates the continued success of self-help books.
with an emphasis on empowerment and the manifestation
of spiritual living, such as 1hose of lyanla Va.,zant.
Reid attributes technology as the key to increase circulation of Black books. "We'rt. sitting on the beginning
of an enormous boom of information," says Reid. who
believ,,s that anyone who has access 10 the Internet has a
tremendous amount of written works immediately available to him or her.
Reid despondently notes that, whi le commercially successful books will remain popular, other forms will continue to be inadequately promoted by publishing houses.
However. he believes that the Internet allows authors to
establish themselves and present 1heir works in a wotldwide. "flooded" marketplace.

'Marching Without Motion (I Can't Wait 'Til April 'Cause I'm Tired of March)'
By DRKW ANDERSON
Hilltop Staff Writer
We done marched until our feet were sore and toenails
curved
Marched behind Farrakhan. Al Sharpton, and Manin
King the Third
We done marched until we ran out of walking places
Our shoe soles resembled talking faces
And no cars had parking spaces
We marched behind "atonement" and forgiveness
The Prince Jones hit. that racial profiling business
And simple venting and vengeance
But tell me one thing, and you'd better be knowing:
After all this damned marching, where the hell are we
going?
We still have to worry about crooked police, HIV, and
other diseases, and "strange fruit" hanging from southern trees (and trucks; check Texas)
We still have what amounts to the colonization of the
Pueno Rico and DC "scttlcmen1s". Native American
reservations and the better of two evils as candidates
for President
We still have little kids losing their minds like in
Columbine. spraying sh•t and blowing away sh*t
while the government blames it on Playstation and The
Matrix

And whoever came up with that Brady Bill mus1 be
from somewhere south of Shady ville
Because if I want to buy a gun. you can background
check me all you want: whatever. Clever
Bu1 who's gonna run background checks on the bacKKKground checKKKers?
And I beg your pardon. but while you were out marching
Folk were still starving while the government pays
fanners to stop farming.

The Million Man March wi ll never have an equal
I've heard the Million Woman March was a pretty solid
sequel
But the Million Pound March? Now it's getting ou1 of
hand
We could at least have bettered our health if instead of
marching we ran
And what we don't seem to get is we've all been
played by a tall charade
Because these days a "march" is all a parade
Designed for these public figures and other nigg•s to
promote the prestige of their positions
All the while claiming to represent our "best interests."
The realest march I've ever oeard of never took place
That would be the Poor Peoples· March planned
around 1968
Which would have taken place had MLK not met his
grisly fate
Man. King was on some truly revolutionary civil disobedience. talking about coming to DC to
lie down in front of buses and shut down businesses
Nowadays we go to the "march"
Clap
Dap
And go home to eat some Kentucky Fried Chicken
King was shot and killed behind that mess. yo
So stop thinking you're rully marching for revolution
with your government endorsements
and police escorts.
Now "march" organizers blame our apathy when they
throw the pany and we don't show
But when we do show up in force, they take credit for
"uniling" us all
Bui behind what?
They don't know

POETRY CORNER
The one in our house on Forrester that I never got to
know
But later was here for us, and today I have a sister for
'sho
And all the support has contributed to my self-discovery,
For you continue to nourish and teach what it is to be

~;rs~;;;;un- Sister. Sister

your dreams
,
or compromising yourself,
A confident individual who stresses the sense of
urgency
And a catalyst for our family - something other's miss
The perfect representation offamily and whom we
stand upon,
We all stand on the shoulders of great somebody's You, Charlie Bruce
And me, Nichole Lea11ne
Maybe hard to believe, bw simply the truth:
Very important for my life, because you keep the truth
near,
Sometimes a little harsh, but that is what sister, sister is
The one who makes me want to be so strong,
Coming from home to have a wonderful brother by
your side
Only to leave and come back with us for just a little
longer,
And arriving in a home, that you can call your own,
But you want more:
And that is only right, for you shall have more.
As for the rest ofyour life - be closer to us,
And I with you - beginning to know you is such a blessing,
And your seeds are for you to have,
For me to know them as well - and for them to know
me.
Sister, sister tha11k you for giving me that sense of self
And that foundation for life.
I love you.
-

Kevin Murphy

And while we're talking about who really benefits
Let's talk about this Louis Farrakhan cat for a minute
He talks a good one but doesn't do sh*t 1
Calling together all those people just to prove that he
could do it
Folk came up here by plane, train and bus, hitch-hiked
and walked
When they got here all you had for them was to listen
10 you TALK?
So much potential was thrown out the window
And when Farrakhan does 1alk. he says things he can't
defend. yo
Up there preaching about supponing Black businesses
and not the Jews
Well. if the Jews are "money-hungry", he sure seems to
be in Rome doing as the Romans do
Because at the Million Family March. I don't know if
y'all knew
But Pretty Lou was charging local vendors $1100 just
to sell their goods !O you
That's extonion 1
We ~ here: he was visiting
You let that ca1 regulate you like that•
Why, because he wears a cute bowtic?
Then when Gore named Lieberman as his vice presidential candidate
And Farrakhan caused all thal hysteria
Talking about, "Since Lieberman is Jewish. we need to
be sure his loyalties are not to Israel
but to America
Well from what's going on with Palestine
It seems 10 me that America's and Israel's interests are
one and the same
So thaJ statement was asinine
Now let Gore have picked an African-American for his
vice presidential candidate
And let some white figure have said, "We need 10 be
sure they'll be loyal to America

and not Africa"
Oh. the NAACP would have had a tit!
Hell. we'd be out iu the streets right now MARCHING
behind that s/1•1!
So let me ge1 this straight: it's not cool for others to
spout nonsense from 1he mouth
But it's all right for you to talk and not know what you
talk about?
Well, I don't know about he or she
Bui I don't want Louis Farrakhan representing me
And that's just what these "marches" come down to
These so-called leaders feeding off of us and all the
while clowning you
Flossing you for the six o' clock news
Publicly admonishing the sh*t that cops do
But that's just the polarization of politics for power,
prestige and paper so they can keep
pushing limo's, rocking nice suits and copping
jewels
In other words. a crock of bull
Yeah. I said it
It's these so-~alled leaders whu write the checks their
•sses can't cash but we're the ones l:ft
with the bad credit
And don· t even get me started on the average Howard
student's • ss
Because most of us only went to the Million Family
March so as to get out of going to class!
It seems our true revolutionary instincts are memories
of the distant past
So until you have something better for me to do about
these issues than just "march" about them
Then r II stay home and say 1his poem
And if I'm willing and able. I might check you out on
cable
But unul then. I'm til't'd of "march"...
...I can't wait until April.

THE MIRROR OF
SWEET PAIN

'

Sugary streets that speak words of tenderness
and amity
The sky smiling down thinking confessed
thoughts of empathy
And when it rains, sins are cleansed and bitter
memories are washed away...
I believe in God's time we'll see the day...
But until that time
We have the filtered water of adversity to
drink
Shallow, insolent words of apathy we speak
Bitter relations of love await our hearts
And there's no place like home
Isn't that where it starts?
Even at two, first color I knew was blue
I remember mama wore it well. ..
"What happened to mama?"
"Oh baby, mama fell. .. "
Five years later I had the epiphany of race
two white boys calling me nigger to my face
That was the same year n1ommy and daddy
said goodbye
But I didn't hear that part; I just heard mama
cry
Oh, but some of them days were the days, me
and my brothers...
Building forts, playing G.I.Joe
Spending hours paying ATARI, didn't even
know we was po'
Just a matter of time before something'd go
wrong
Diluting my adversity with grape Kool-Aide
At 9 years old, grown men shouting
"Baby say! Baby say!"
Maybe in God's time we'll see another day ...
- Autumn Joy Jimerson

,

t:

"Destitude" by Akosua Amoako-An

CALLING ALL
ARTISTS!!!
DO YOU FEEL YOUR
WORK.IS FOR
HOWARD'S EYES?
SEND A PICTURE TO
GINGER
202.806.6866!!!
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Managing the big stuff can seem overwhelming.
Like your career. How do you make the right first step.?
At Prudential, you'll work on small teams paired with a senior manager who will make the
most of your potential, talents, and future. Our proven expertise, innovation, and diversity
offer a wtde variety of opportunities in the following divisions: Global Asset Management;
Individual Financial Services; Institutional; International Investments; Global
Marketing Communications; and our Corporate Center.
'

We'll be on campus to answer any questions you may have about Prudential.

INFORMATION SESSION
Monday, November 13, 2000
5:00 pm
Blackburn Center, Room 150
Please drop your resume to the Career Center prior to our visit
or e-mail your resume and cover letter to: www.univrecruit.com

•

Prudential no longer requires on-campus testing.
'

www.prudential.com

'
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11th
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14th

15th

16th

1961

1979

1922

1949

1900

1969

1930

Sigma Gamma Rho Caryn Johnson, also

Andrew Hatcher is

The Bethune

named associat

Museum and

sorority is lounded in

known as Whoopi

press secretary n

Archives is

Indianapolis, Ind.

Goldberg, is born in

President John •

established in

Kennedy.

Washington, DC.

New York City.

Chinua

A small group meets in

1l1e Amistad

Washington, D.C. to

Research Center is

Achebe, author

form the Washington · incorporated as an

of ..ll1ings Fall

Society of Colored

independent

Apart" is born in

Dentists.

research libmry.

Nigeria.

Outkast is performing the original down-south
sound tonight at Nation.

FRIDAY,

- -·- -

IOTH

- - .... - - -

Ir you need a job or a career. the Career Conference 2000 is happening at George Washington University, 800 21"
Street NW, starting at 4 p.111. For information, call 202-994-4949.
•'•1•m sorry Ms. Jackson,'' Outkast will he performing tonight at Nation, 1015 Half Street, SE. at 7 p.m. This South•
ern•playalistic r.ip duo brings their Atlanta sound to DC, letting everyone know who started all this "down-south"
hip-hop music hype. Tickets are $25. For information, call 202-554-1500.
Shake Ja ()OU know) at Republic Gardens, 1355 U Street NW, for Cosmopolitan Fridays with DJ Quicksilver spinning tunes and WKYS broadcasting live. Get there early to enjoy the happy hour drink specials and buffet from 5 to
1 p.m. Cover is $5. F<.1r information, call 202·232•2710.

rLiltle Nicky." stamng Adam Sandler as the son of Satan who is sent to Earth, opens today. Also, "Men of Honor"
with Acailemy-award winners Cuba Gooding, Jr. and Robert DeNiro, about the Navy's first Black master diver and
his instructor. opens today. Check loca~listing for showtimes and theaters.

SATURDAY,

lfl'H

The All Ngwa Cullural Ori:anizalion presenls song and dance in the tradition of the lgno people of Nigeria at the
$. Dillon Ripley Center. 1100 Jefferson Drive SW. The show starts al 2pm and is FREE. Fur information. call 202:57-2700

ti's 'N Sync. the boy-band we all lo,·e ... our millennium-New Kids on the Block! This out-of-the-ordinary four~ome is in concert tonight at the MCI Center. 601 F Street NW, at 7:30pm. Tickets are $39.75 to $49.75 and can be
purchased by calling 202-432-SEAT. Hope it's not too late.

SUNDAY,

12TH

MONDAY, 13™
Need ideas on how to detorate your place? Experience "Valley of the Dolls" and take in some art, and ideas, at
Apartment Zero. 406 Scwnth Street NW. FREE. For information. call 202-628-4067.

TUESDAY,

14TH

Ewr wanled lo lr:ice your family roots, but aren't sure where to bi;gin? National Records & Archives is hosting a Genealogy \Vorkshop, from 9:30am - 12:30pm. A genealogy specialist will explain how to use federal records
for genealogical purp<>ses. Registration is required and the fee is $15. For informatmn, call 202-501-5000.
Cirque du Soleil is not your usual elephant-marchin~ and tightrope-walking circus. Its newest production. "Dralion,"
is a performance of human skill and energy. ''Dralion, 'which has been extended through No\'ember 19. can be enjoyed
tonight at 'fysons Galleria. 2001 International Drive, McLean, VA, at 8 p.m. Tickets rang~ from S34 to $55. For
information. call 800-678-5440.

WEDNESDAY,

ISTH

Enjoy a Labyrinth of Music lonight al C harles Sumner School Museum and Archh·es, I20 I 17'" Street NW.
with a multimedia retrospective of compositions by Washington-based composer Guillermo Silveira. from 7 to 9 p.m.
Admission is SI0. For information, ~all 202-727-68 12 .
Pokemon! Pokemon? The George Mason University Patriot Center, 4400 University Drive, fa,rfax. VA. presents
"Pokemon-Live!" starring Pikachu and your other favorites. Tickets are S27 .50. For inform,ttion, call 70.l-571-SEAT.
Show starts at 7 p.m.

It don't mean a thang. if... you miss lhc legendary Chuck Bro>1n tonight 9 p.m. Hear the "godfather· of go-go
perform favorites like "Bustin· Loose" at Nation, 1015 Half Street SE. For information, call 202-554•1500.

THURSDAY,

foreign film fans, today i, your last day to catch the Euror.ean Union Film Showcase at the American Film Institute
Theater. Today's screenings include Ireland's "End~ame. · Italy's "Midsummer Night Dance," and the UK's "Pan•
daemonium:· Tickets tor films are $7. For informauon. call 202-833-AFIT.

Remember Keilh Sweat? Like LSG. but just miss the ·sr Well, if you·vc longed for his sultry moans and r,leasebaby-plea.se verses. he is performing tonight at 6 p.m at Nation. 1015 Half Street SE. This concerl is FREE.!! For
information. call 202-554- 1500.

Burning Spear (not Brittney Spears!) began recording in 1969. Thi~ roots reggae legend is still going strong and
Is performing tonight at the 9:30 Club. 815 V Street NW. at 7:30 p.m. Tickets are $22. For information, call 202265-0930.
N'digo Rose will be performing with Dimensional Control. Rose has opened for songstress Amel Larrieux . Check
him out at State of the Union. 1357
street NW(next tt> Republic Gardens).

·u·

16TH

r----- -------- -------------------- ------- ,

1lY11,1r's GOl,\'G o.v AROUND D.C.? lf you have an event Iha! you would like to publish io lhc Calendar, please I
I

call Gioger @202-806-6866.

I

L----- ------- -------------------- --------J

Totally Authentic. Totally Cool.

Boot up. Log on. Order now.

www.altama.com

•
THE AUTHENTIC COMBAT BOOT
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Goldman, Sachs & Co.
is please~ to invite
I

all Junior and Sophomore
Undergraduate Women
to

WOMEN'S DAY 111 GOLDMAN SACHS
•

Wednesday, December 20, 2000
Thu~sday,
January
4,
2001
.

Tuesday, January 9, 2001
•

•

.

This will be an eclucational forum designe to give insight
·nto our ·nd stry, busine s i9es, and cqlture.
•

Enjoy a day of divisional overviews, alumni panels, trading floor tours and

int raction ith Goldma Sachs professionals.

attached form 15~ if.hursday, Noveml5er 30, 2QQO•• ---...
All dates are nilled on a fiirst-come,. ti rst-se~ved basis

Name - - - - - - - - - - - - ' - - - - - - - - - - - ' School _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Choose one;

0

Junior

O Sophomore

E-mail Address

'
Phone number
where you can be reached during winter break
I would be pleased to attend "A Women's Day At Goldman Sachs"

0 Wednesday, December 20, 2000
0 Thursday, January 4, 2001
0 Tuesday. January 9, 2001

Please enclose a recent

copy of you resume
Goldman, Sachs & Co.
180 Maiden lane, 23rd Floor
New York, New York 10038
Attention: Claudine Fino Bazinet

Tur.
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All HILLTOPICS are
Hoppy Birthday Alph• Tau Chapter!!
Spring Break! Deluxe Hotels, Reliable
due, paid in full, the
Phi Sigma Pi National Honor Fraternity,
Air, Free Food, Dnnks. and Parties'
Tuesday before
lnc., Alpha Tau Chapter
Cancun, Jamaica, Bahamas, Mazaclan,
. t'ion d ate.
presents
& Florida. Tra,·el Free and Earn
pu bl1ca
Phi sigma Pi Week
Cash! Do It on the Web! Go to
Announcements by
November 13.17
StudentClty.com or call 800-293-1443
camp US organizations
Starting with Call 10 Chapel on
for info.
•
•
•
November 12
tor meetings, seminars
SPRING BREAK 2001! CANCUN &
or nonprofit are
GRADUATING IN 2001 !
BAHAMAS. EAT, DRINK, TRAVEL
charged as individuals
Take your Yearbook Pictures!
FOR FREE, WANTED CAMPUS
f
•
ti
th
Nov. 6-Nov. 17; MWF J0.6 & TH 12·8
REPS! Call USA SPRJNG BREAK,
ad ver ISmg Or e
Questions? Call 806-7870
toll free (877) 460·6077, for trip
purpose Of announcing 1 - - -- - - - - - - - - - - t information and rates. 25 Continuous
a service, buying Or
Applications for Organizational Funding
Years of Student Travel!
selling are charged $5
for 1he Spring semester •re now
,,-ww.usaspriogbrtak.com
available. The submission date deadline 1--------------t
for the first 20 words
is December 8th.
SERVICES
and $1 for every
additional five words.
Find out what your Studen,
Rtsum,s R,sumts Resumes
Representatives are doing for you at the
Get a Job With Our
Local' companies are
Studen, Government Town Hall,
Resumes & Cover Letters
charged $10 for first
Thursday, November30, 2000.
Special Offer
Starling S2S
20 WOrdS an d $2 tiOr
Heallhy Minds, Healthy Bodies
Includes: Professional Writing/Layout
every 5 words thereLegacy Lectu,e Series Ill: Millennium
10 Copies
after. Personal ads are Health Care Series Sponsored by HUSA
Free Storage
on Thursday, November 16, 2000 in
Call (202) 297-4490
$2 tiOr t h e filfS t lo
Crandall Hall @ 7pm.
The Copy Writers Group
words and $ 1 for every 1 - - - -- - - - - - - - - - 1 - - - - - -- - - - - 1
additional 5 words.
DREW HALL RESIDENTS
Term Paper Assistance
ANNOUNCEMENT

-------------t
AFRICAN STUDENT
ASSOCIATION AND UBIQUITY
INC.
PRESF.torr

REPATRIATION NOW!
ALL PEOPLE OF AFRICAN
DESCENT ARE ENTITLED TO
FREELAND IN
GHANA, WEST AFRICA

'.li!l:r.T
),,,I.}.). 'K¾,'.Om AKDON I
\ ",i:.,'\,KR\ l'STERNATIO>.AL
-~~'OL THO\\'
BLACK.BURN CENTER.
HILLTOP LOUNGE
MON.• NOV. llTil 6:4l PM

"€ome out and be somebody! Be a
, Student Ambassador! Interest
Meeting on Nov. 13th, 7pm in the
t
Blackburn Forum:·

FREE MARTIAL ARTS MOVIE
NIGHT IN THE TV LOUNGE
FRIDAY, NOV. 10, 7-10 PM.
"PROQIGAL SON" STARRING SAMO
HUNG, AND "WING CHUNG"
STARRING DONNIE YEN AND
MICHELE YEOH
SPONSORED BY THE NAVIGATORS
CHRISTIAN FELLOWHIP.
DREW HALL RESIDENTS
COME OUT TO THE BIBLE STUDY
IN THE LOUNGE AT 9PM•IOPM
TUESDAY NIGHT, NOV. 14.
SPONSORED BY THE NAVIGATORS
CHRISTIAN FELLOWlilP.

..

::· «irmccmit,¥ or,e ol".ihenat~n'$:l<Jp-r.itedlSP.'S::'f1t~ m:w and p,o<;pe,.'tiw re.idents will find" 1,i:-dllh
:of. inf=lion aboucThe

lllairs m·styk ~tour wtmrr.

Wricing, Editing, Research
& A Lot More
Low Rates. Guarnnteed Results.
Call today for a free consuliation ..
The Copy Writers Group.
(202) 297-4490.

Blali-;Housc
(30t):585-S~;!5

ATTENTION
Srudents or Faculty you are now able 10
make some intema1ional calls and all
national calls for as low as 7.9 cents

Blair Towi:rs

On the lnrm,~~ and next

{JOI l:5il ~4664

per minute. For more information, Jog
on:

Blair. Pla~a
{301} 587...;_2000

www.worldxchange.com/agenV2 l 6532
or call 703·866-9620 and press #S.

to 1\/!ctro in th~ Tll'W

Blair "East
l:301 l 589-1\SOO

l - - - - - - -- - - - --1

Ramon Productions
ALL ARE INVITED TO THE
TUESDAY NIGHT BIBLE STUDY IN
BLACK.BURN ROOMS 148•1SO
AT 7:30•9:00 PM.
SPONSORED BY THE NAVIGATORS
CHRISTIAN FELLOWHIP.

Distinc:IM' ~p~rtment homC'5.

Studio Time Available
Singer, MC's, Poets. etc.
S2S Hour, Record wich Style
202-265-0422 Located on Campus
Email: Blackface2000@hotmail.com

Oov.ntovm Silwr Spring.

PERSONALS
Are you man enough ...

A ~ To Know From a SGRHO:
To be different and nol care wha1 others
A
candle never lotcs any of its light by
say?
lighting anolher can.die.
To be yourself and free your mind?
-unknown
To
be
gay,
bisexual
or
same
gender
"Want to tell all your friends about
Spontored by Sigma Gamma Rho
loving
(DL
or
not
)
and
committed
to
how much they are missing ou1! Go'.
Sorority. Incorporated
liberating black people?
home and recruit! Come to the
Are you man enough 10 love ano1her
Congratulations to Student Ambassador
Srudent Ambassador meeting on Nov.
man7
and Miss Howard
13th, 7 pm in 1he Blackbum Forum
Then come join
Vallyn Smith
and find out how to recruit over the
other Howard University brochers to
Thanksgiving and Winter Break!"
discuss the start of something new.
Congratulacions 10 Student Ambassador
Saturday, No,·ember 11, 2000
and Homecoming Chairman Steven
"Don•, miss out on spreading the
at 6 pm
Claiborne for a successful
word! Join Student Ambassadors!
For the location call:
Homeeoming
Interest meeting on Nov. I 311\ in the
(202) S46-8200.
Blackbum Forum at 7pm.
Congratulations to S1udent Ambassador
You ready?
BE THERE!"
and HUSA president Sellano Simmons
Sponsortd by 1he Lambda Studenl
for a great first semester!
Alliance (LSNBLAGOSAH) >nd US
CALLING ALL BLUE & WHITE
Helping Us, Inc.
To all my Bros in <1>:i:n, AT Chapter
FAMILY!
Th<,.
,
...
,
.r
Atl'h,
n,,"'"·
Happy 9th Birthday! Let's lead the
Z-, Slpw, upcie,, Atcboncfw.
Della Sigma Theta Sorority, lne.
Brotherhood into the next millenium!
...S Slsma Beu Club member• arc
pfts«11
Philia!!
i..tlcd lo join ZN Phi Beta S(J"ority.
2000 Jabberwoek
8·AT-FA 99
Inc., Alpha C1laplff for a pizza
"To be Yl'lung. (iitlN. enJ RI.ck..
..Eazy Writer"- The 8th World Wonder
"lllllpw" petty and HU football pme
Advance T11:>.c1~ Avail•hlc
oe !11turday, NO\•embcr 11.
G'°"nJ L<''''· lllacUvm ('t>ntcr
To Ajo ldaru (fall 1999)
12•2PM
c - Siobhan@ (202) 462-9205 1 - - - -N~-· -IJ•l5:
- - - - - - - - 1 Happy Anniversary, LB's !! Much Love
formon:info.
from your "Juvenile" Delinquent!
HELP WANTED
8-AT·FA 99
MATH TUTOR NEEDED
Nsaa Dance Ensemble presents:
"Eazy Writer"
Seeking math tutor for 9 year old
African Dance Classes
African-American girl. Will pay
The Down South Boys would hke to
Mondays at 7:00 p111
SI0.00/lu. Must be able to tutor 4 days
thank everyone who came to the 4th
Frazier Hall, "The Quad'\
per week, one hour sessions. Call
Annual Southern Player's Ball and to
Come dance to the drums!
Mr. Dumisani at (202) 832-9712 for
announce that due to demand and 1he
more
infonnation.
success.
of the first one we arc throwing
M:1 clinc ...1., Troi.siemc'"
1--w-.-n-te_d_S_p_rt__n_g_B_r_
e•-k-er_s_! -C-a-nc_u_n_, -t a Southern Player's Ball Part II with
Jc t'timc!
- - - - - - - - - - - - 1 Bahamas, Jamaica, & Florida. Call Sun
lower prices for men and women on
Applications for General Elections
Sacurd•y No,·em~·r 18 after the
CoaSI Vacations for a free brochure and
• •
""
' Chair for Spring 2001 are now
D<laware Stace vs. Howard U. footboll
available in the HUSA office
ask how you can organize a small group
game @
& Eat, Drink, Trani Free & Earn
Cash! Call 1-888-777-4642 or email
Planet Hollywood.
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ults®sun,oash:acations.com,

The Ladies of Alpha Chapter.
Delta Sigma Theta Sorority, Inc.
present
The 9th Annual Woman to Woman Conference
Program Booklet Cover Design Contest
Theme. ·'Sisters /.et's Talk .. L.l.F~."
(Leaming to J11vigorare and /?urther our l:.i1deavor.1)

--

First Prize $SO and recognition in program booklet
Second & Third Prizes. recognition in program booklet
Contest runs through Friday, November 17, 2000.
To obtain an entry form, see any of the ladies of Alpha Chapter,
Delta Siwr,a Theta Sorority. Inc.

-

Where you :ire en hfc.

the Blatrs

